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PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Fimction: 

The zoological park, to be successful, must take a form which is ex

citing, yet creates a sense of order. It is important to stimulate the 

visitor for civic support, while at the same time developing an air of dig

nity to the functions of the patrk. 

Education of the genera! public and species reseaxch are the dominant 

aspects the zoo will taJce on. The character and development must visibly 

reflect these key roles. 

The meister plan which must integrate visitor, employee, and reseaxcher 

circulation which will not intefere with each respective group, must provide 

for logical future growth in the park facilities, as a successful zoo is 

steadily and constantly expanding. 

Zoological education programs and concepts continually evolve and de

velop. Therefore, the structures and plan must be able to accommodate change. 

Form: 

Accessibility to the public is a critical aspect of the paurk's exis

tence. The form should create a sense of openness although an inward orien

tation must be upheld. Special consideration must be made concerning visitor 

orientation and direction. 

The city is subject to severe dust storms, occasional snow and wide 

temperature swings, so climate will be an importamt design factor, especially 

of outdoor spaces, (A) 

The form will more than likely lean toward an organic or flowing ten

dency in conforming with the lack of straight lines in nature. 

(A) Master Plan Statement for Medical Center, Lubbock, Texas. 
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Economy: 

Recognizing the severe limitations of a city budget, continue to use 

appropriate cost control techniques and seek creative expression of "lean 

and clean" quality in the design, (B) 

Currently the only zoo in the country able to pay its own way is the 

San Diego Zoo. Due to this fact, it is unlikely the Lubbock Zoo will be void 

of financial restrictions without private and corporate donations. Tasteful 

recognition inside the paurk serving as a catadyst could speed incoming monies 

which, in turn, may lead, to faster growth and recognition. 

Time: 

A successful zoological park will constantly continue to expand with 

no deadline. Over periods of time the zoo will actually evolve into numerous 

types of senses as experiences in research and society change and develop. 

An overall growth scheme will allow the separate entities the room for 

future expansion, change and/or redevelopment. 

(B) Ibid. 
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BACKGROUND ASSIGNMENT 

Webster's dictionary defines a zoo aus a zoological gatrden or collection 

of living animals, usually for public display. The word originated as a col

loquial abbreviation applied to the Zoological Gardens of London. 

One aspect of zoologicad gardens that is often under discussion is 

captivity - a word which immediately arouses a degree of sympathy. The pacing 

back and forth of some of the zoo species is identified with that of a prisoner 

in his cell. And some regard even the most up-to-date gardens as little more 

than a prison establishment. This view ignores the fact that the great majority 

of these auiimails are fax heailthier and better fed than those in the wild and 

also have a longer average lifespan. 

According to Edward Hindle (1950), "One of the most widespreaui ideas 

concerning wild auiimals is that in nature they are fancy free and able to 

range at will over wide atreas. Nothing could be further from the truth. The 

great majority of animals, including not only mammals, but other groups, aire 

confined to very restricted territories - in many cases, extremely so. In

deed, as a general rule, it is doubtful whether a lack of space is a very 

serious consideration when providing suitable accommodations for animals, 

and it is noteworthy that species which do range over wide territories, such 

aus elephants, ungulates, and birds of prey, are among the easiest to keep in 

menageries and generally live to a ripe old age." 

These two observations axe quite contrary to the populatr beliefs of 

the general public, and it is a primary objective of zoological facilities 

to relieve the public of these misconceptions. The rapid development of com

parative anatomy and animal psychology are closely connected with the growth 

of zoological gardens, generated primarily by the work of W. Koehler in the 



iSth century. These works generated today's zoo into a complete learning 

center for every species of life. Zoos are utilized for studies auid research 

programs, animal behavior, disease, breeding, and species preservation. The 

zoo hais become a viable educational tool from kindergarten through doctoral 

thesis. This relatively new aspect of use, combined with the traditional 

role of public exhibition, and the fascination man has carried for the animal 

since the beair cult of the stone age, has made the modern zoo an instrumental, 

node for social, recreational and educationad interaction within the community 

and the region as a whole. 

The modem zoo is primarily concerned with the biological aspects of 

man and animal, that is, the requirements necessary for the living organism 

2 
to develop in the most natiira! and healthy way. The main biological problems 

of zoos are usuauLly grouped under the following headings: space, food amd 

3 

animal-man relationships.-^ It should be noted that a great deal of difference 

may arise in a species due to whether the auiimal was born in captivity and 

was acclimated to man from the outset or whether he/she was captured and 

brought from an environment where in ad! probability man was his greatest 

considered enemy, and the focus of the animal's escape reaction. 

o«> 
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As far as space is concerned, this is the recreation of an area, taking 

into account every aspect of the animal that is known, that the animal will 

adopt as its own territory. This is generally referred to as the animals 

space and time pattern. 

The heading of food takes in account the type and amount that is ac

cepted by the animal and by its veterinary and the time or times in a day (or 

night) in which is is most advantageous for the captive animal to eat. This 

also includes keeping the animal from eating undesirable elements, such as 

good given by visitors auid, in some cases, its own excrement. 

The animal-maui relationship - or endogenous factors is perhaps the most 

dominant factor, especially in the case of a captured animal. This includes 

the materiails in which his confinement is constructed. The prime necessity 

for the animals condition are vegetable matter and earth of varying quadity. 

What man considers a good environment for the animal, after study, has time 

and aigain been proven just the opposite due to factors of little consequence 

to humans such as scent marks and an acceptable height distauice (which vatries 

not only species to species, but animal to animal). Due to this, if con

cessions need to be made in the conflict of habitat and visitors view, or 

park service, it is imperative that the habitat win out. Although saddening, 

this is raurely the case. 

As stated by H. Hediger (1964)» "Whoever, nowadays, just wants to study 

the amimal itself will find the opportunity in those museums where various 

types of animals and the characteristics of the morphological organization 

axe displayed with such commendable clarity. The modern zoological garden 

shows not only the amimal itself, but the animal in relation to time and 

space; not the auiimal as an object, but as a subject." He feels that the 

public must be re-educated from our tendency to humanize. A more positive 

biological attitude is needed. F. Schidt (19^1) remarked correctly that mere 
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curiosity on the part of visitors does not in itself justify the intervention 

by man in the animal's life, but is a tool in his understanding of nature. 

Due to Lubbock's relative isolation from the majority of animals, and 

its progressive attitude in the fields of education amd social development, 

it is felt by mauiy in the community - especially the members of the Lubbock 

Zoological Society that the addition of a zoo would be a welcome ingredient. 

The City of Lubbock has been through an extensive growth chauige in re

cent years. The town began as a small ranching amd farming community before 

the 1900's. The town experienced little change through the early portion of 

the 20th century and was just a town of ̂ ,000 population at the 1920 U, S. 

Census. Since this time, however, Lubbock has been growing at a steady, yet 

rapid rate. InitiauLly due to its geographic location in the farming community. 

The eairly to mid 50's is the period of time when Lubbock begem to take on a 

new look. The population doubled in a period of eight years (1950-1958) 

from 711000 to 1^,000. Lubbock emerged as an important center for Texas 

agriculture and today is still one of the leading cotton producing areas in 

the world.-̂  Yet, at the same time, the increased development of Texas Tech

nological College and Reese Air Force Base gave Lubbock economics a more 

vauried and stable situation. What was a community engulfed in agriculture 

had now become the cultural center of the South Plains. The ad'fluence of 

the community has auLso been on the rise, allowing a higher level of education 

on the whole and a rise in leisure time. These two factors highlight major 

reasons for a zoo's existence and success. 

Caxeful consideration must be given to the varied social backgrounds 

and ethnic groups represented in the area. Studies have indicated a remaurkable 

success. The zoological garden has contributed as a social and ethnic unifier 

due to the predominantly relaixed atmosphere, and the common interest displayed 

by ad! classes amd generations with the amimal world. (B. Murer, 1939) The 



common experiences of ciiriosity, discovery, wonderment, etc., have a unifying 

effect on the various observers. 

User groups will be larger and more varied than on mamy architectural 

projects. The design should not be discriminatory of any group within or 

outside the community. A zoo is a tool for most people, regardless of sect 

or classification. Lubbock, like many towns, according to R. Amason (1973), 

contains an ethnic split primau:ily between the Mexican-Americam and Anglo-

American community. Due to this split, a neutral area of the city, with no 

sterotyped territorial reputation would enhance the social unification factor. 

Hvmians tend to have the same territoriad characteristics as the majority of 

animals possess. The zoo should be designed with the idea of social center 

or node as a viable possibility. 

The Lubbock region has less of a familiarity to the lairge mammals than 

other areas as relatively few large mammals aire indigenous to this area. The 

zoo woidd increase the familiarity of animad species to the public. Especially 

the young, for which this zoo would be their first introduction to the amimal 

world on a larger scale. Variation from the characteristics of the high plains 

of vast, yet flat geography with a scaxcity of indigenous flora shoxdd be 

strived for. This is possible with the selected site due to its rare topo

graphical appearance in this area. 

The site, specificadly the northwest end of the city owned and funded 

Yellowhouse Canyon Project, is adjacent to the Lubbock laicesite excavations. 

The land is, therefore, available to the community with no additional cost. 

The land is not developed as of now, so no money would be lost in a changeover 

cf purpose intention. The facilities will have to be supported almost entirely 

on regional support, i.e. bond elections amd private or group donations, with 

some governmentad research and development grants amd the inclusion of monies 
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from Texas Tech University in the areas of range and wildlife administration, 

veterinary research and the zoology, botany and biology departments. 

Individual amd group pairticipation from within the region should be sig

nificantly encouraiged in the developmental process of the zoo. Public involve

ment is vital to the success of such a facility and should be vigorously sought 

after. The existence of a successful zoological paork in this region should 

become a symbol of the progressive attitude and development of the City of 

Lubbock and the South Plains, while creating a sense of unity and civic pride 

for the entire popidation. 

With any collection (aus amy zoo is basically a collection of animads) 

attention must be given to expansion of that collection. The zoo, with a 

good basic foundation, can grow amd ejcpand when it is economically feasible, 

taking into consideration the construction of new exhibits, expansion of per

sonnel, and systems. This is a slow process and impatience could have dis-

astrorus: effects. 

The planning for growth will take a high priority in the finished de

sign. 

Due to Lubbock's drastic changes in seasonad weather, a greal deal of 

exhibits will need to deal with climatic control which raises problems both 

in financing and expanding zoos in warmer climates, as zoos only 200 miles 

further south do not need to deal with climatic control in so involved a man

ner. Thus, good design amd systems efficiency becomes imperative. 

Although there is no established relationship between population size 

and zoo size, due to criteria such as tovirism, locations of facilities of 

higher learning, etc., the region which has grown to over i million inhabi-

tamts^ is capable of supporting a viable institution of which there is not 

another facility of this scope within a 250 mile radius of Lubbock County. 
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The needs of both animal and man must be accounted for in this exercise of 

axchitectural, urban, and lamdscape design. 

For this zoological paurk to become a successful entity in the Lubbock 

community certain aspects of human character must be taken into account. For 

a zoo to maintain an effective level of operation, it must not attempt to 

house and exhibit every type of amimal possible unless it has an unlimited 

source of money at its disposal. A proper environment cannot be maintained 

for either the amimal or man if the facility is obviously over-extended. 

(Quality must override quantity. Growth will be a byproduct of quadity if 

treated in a patient and logical manner. An aspect of the visitor's reaction 

seldom given much consideration is the expectations a visitor will have. They 

are usually higher tham the zoo has upheld, and an air of disappointment can 

occur. As Berggren (1969) states when asking people what they felt detracted 

from a zoo they had just visited, the quantity of animals was scarcely men

tioned. Aesthics amd quality were, however, of major concern. A variety of 

animals should be available - hopefully, the most popular. Surveys taken at 

the London Zoo (1965-I969) surprisingly indicate it takes little to make the 

visitor happy. By polling visitors, the zoo officials were able to compile 

an almost complete list of animals people felt should be included in a zoo. 

The list is surprisingly small, undoubtedly, due to the ignorance of the 

average visitor to the vast abundance of different amimads. It seems the 

majority of people were satisfied if a collection of eight amimal types were 

accessible. These were; the apes (chimpanzee, gorilla, ourang-outamg amd 

baboon); 

the reptiles (Americam adligator, mammoth turtle, diamond back rattlesnaike, 

boa constrictor and the reticulated python) 

the ungulates (white tailed deer, Canadian moose, Americam buffalo, yaJc, 
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Siberian mountain goat, the big horn sheep and the GNU) 

Large mammals (African elephant, Indiam white rhinocerous, Nubian girauffe, 

hippopotamus, Bactrian camel amd the Grant zebra) 

Small mammals (red fox, silver fox, timber wolf, hyaena, Australian kangaroo, 

Americam beaver, American otter, llama, ruffed lemur amd the 

Cat family (African lion, Bengal tiger, snow leopaurd, black panther, spotted 

leopard, cheetah, puma, amd bobcat) 

The bear group (grizzly bear, polar bear, Himalayan black and kuala) 

The aviaury (condor, vulture, Americam and bald eagle, ostrich, plamingoes, 

cranes, tucans, parrot, great horned owl and the swan) 

Only forty-five animals were listed time amd again amd only eleven species 

of birds. This indicates that a zoo can be maintained on a smadl level of 

quantity. Surveys indicate that a zoo could be defined as "complete" by the 

average layperson with am animal population of less than four hundred, which 

is siirprising considering the Bronx Zoo in New York which has over 900 speci-

ments of duck and geese alone. 

This wide variation, yet limited quantity, gives hope for smaller zoos -

such would be the case in Lubbock. 
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CASE STUDIES 

The diverse habits of man's behavior, no matter how complex or specialized, 

are all mirrored in the activities of the other amijnals with whiA we share 

the earth. But human beings are very special animals, gifted with unique 

abilities, and whereas there axe many others which have developed the capacity 

for building quite sophisticated stuctures, mam is the only one that has learned 

to make architecture. Unfortunately, although they have continually succeeded 

in satisfying the needs of other humans, they have faired poorly in their de

velopment of habitats for other animal types. 

A confused but sentimental attitude is recorded in the illogical buildings 

of the old menaigeries. These were built principally for the pleasure of people 

rather than specifically for housing live animads, and they achieved their pur

pose by being conspicuously attractive edifices designed in whatever was the 

current fashionable style. The excitement of seeing a living elephant or lion 

was matched by the exotic richness of the menaigerie building: the animads and 

architecture were curiosities. The biological needs were rarely, if ever, taken 

7 
into aujcount in the designs.' 

People today are aware of the new concepts of display in which the zoos 

such as New York, Zurich, San Diego and West Berlin are striving for, yet 

total design for each amimal is a long amd tedious process due to the almost 

impossible task of total dehumanization of the animal in the designers mind. 

Often what is believed to be a good environment falls short of the actual re

quirements of am animal's biotype due to a lack of intimate knowledge of that 

creature. This leads to hvnnan assumption of what is best. Humam assumption 

is exactly that - human observation amd experience deriving a humam remedy -

not am animal remedy. 
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Thus, the role of education is the most important aspect of the modern 

zoo; it is an aspect with two main functions. First, the zoo can teach us that 

human beings are not isolated phenomena. Secondly, it can show conservation 

in a way which could never be achieved in the iron bars of the menageries. 

To achieve each of these functions the zoo architects have to design an 

environment suited to both the physiological and psychological requirements of 

of the animals I am environment in which they can cany out their normad acti

vities and behave naturally, and in which the animals are adlowed to exhibit 

themselves. 

Research into the character of different zoos brings to attention the 

unusually large influence that the zoo's geographical location and climatic 

conditions have on the design and function. 

Because of this, there aure primarily two major types of zoos, amd this 

study will taOce two prominent zoological facilities, the Sam Diego and Bronx 

Zoos to illustrate the point. Zoos seem to be either predominantly interior 

oriented or exterior in character. 

The San Diego Zoo is the most prominent example of an exterior oriented 

zoo in the modern world. It is one of the few zoos that was started without 

the support of the city in which it was started. It has survived through 

sheer popularity and reputation, due primarily to a viable concept of display 

and function. San Diego now boasts the largest collection of wild animals in 

o 

captivity. (Excluding insects amd fish, in which case West Berlin is the 

largest.) On the 100 acre site in Balboa Park, the park minus the zoo would 

still be one of the premier botanciad gardens in the world. The trees, plants, 
o 

amd flowers, not one of which is indigenous, have been appraised at $ ^ million 

about nineteen times the value of the animal collection amd they bloom in a 

330 day average of sunshine each year. Admittedly, the sub-tropical climate 

plays a large roll in the zoo's success. 
Today the zoo has a gross budget of approximately $12 million, over which 
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it shows earnings of some $1 million, all of which since it is a non-profit 

10 institution, is plowed back into its operation. Its annual attendance IS 

around three million, half of which is paid at a top of $2.00 for adults. 

Some W of these visitors come from outside California. Due to the amount of 

land required to create outdoor exhibits it is obvious the visitor has to 

walk considerably further to view the various paddocks amd displays than he 

would in a more compact interior exhibit. This is not an easy task for the 

elderly, very young, and the handicapped, which happen to be the largest sects 

of a visitor breakdown. San Diego remedied this with the first guided bus 

tour in the country for public patrons in 1926. An estimated 4̂5 percent of 

their visitors get their first view of the zoo in this way. The passenger 

is seated up high enough in the bus to see over the heads of the people stand

ing in front of the enclosures. You are close to the animals, you can easily 

photograph them; even read the exhibit signs. And the drivers relate their 

commentaury to the amimads being seen. This is quite popular. The buses are 

electric for both noise amd environmental considerations. 

The basic plan of the zoo is a series of "loops" which connect at various 

locations adlowing flow from one to another. The loops are paved pathways, 

allowing for both pedestrian and bus trauffic. The majority of the exhibits 

axe inside one of these loops, side by side, broken only by an occasional 

service entrance which leads to the loop interior, out of sight of the visitors. 

The "core" of each loop is utlized for animal science, each with a small 

medical clinic, kitchen and sanitation disposad station. Also included is a 

type of clubhouse for the respective keepers. The exterior side of the loops 

are predominamtly developed with the flora aspects of the park along with some 

of the smadler or less troublesome pens or enclosures. This is done to relieve 

any impression of a "butcher block" effect, that is the rowed exhibition of 

regimented, unnatural setting. Also, it creates a very good buffer between 

JEXA8 TECH LIBRARY 
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different atreas of the zoo or the edges of the zoo itself. All of which was 

designed in an organic fashion in accordamce with the site. 

In terms of the actuad exhibits, the San Diego Zoo wais one of the fore

runners in caxing for animal need. Designs immediately inducted information 

concerning the time-space patterns and flight distances of animals as they 

developed in the ^'s and 50*s. Animals aire exhibited in mixed groups, sim

ulating natural environments and without caiges whenever feasible. The use 

of moats and invisible ditches (to the public) separate predators and prey 

in pamorama after panorama. 
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Although a majority of the exhibits are constructed of sculptured con

crete, which left an awkward view or lush vegetation surrounding a basically 

barren exhibit plamtwise, the zoo is studying to find plants the specific 

animals do not particulaurly care to eat or disturb. These, in turn, are 

placed in the concrete aireas and have a dramatically softened the severity of 

landscape within the exhibit. As the sketches depict, careful consideration 

is given to adlow the different inhabitants establish their own territory 

which helps develop a more successful and authentic display for all concerned. 

Areas were created by level change and plant conf igvuration to give the 

amimal a sense of space to help develop his territory. 

The spectacular four million dollar world of birds exhibit which opened 

in June 1972 at the Bronx Zoo epitomizes the efforts being made in what many 

consider the zoo of the future, even with all the disadvantages of bad climate 

and unnatural habitat. The theory of straight lines being non-existent in 

nature and, therefore, unbiological was the major theme. One would be hard 
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> the iioTresry^oi me mtegraiea structure and its 
sociated design elements. 

slow The design n^odel for the World of Birds 
the Bronx Zoo (architects, Morris Ketchuoi Jr. 
)d Associates); showing the clustered exhibition 
ith their glazed roofs falling at varying angles 

Section of the World of Birds project at Bronx Zoo. 
After touring the ground floor layout, with its 
various exhibit environments, visitors ascend a 
ramp to view a series of exhibits at tree top level, 
each lit from above by lieal-absorbing gljss 
skylights. 
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put to find a cube or a straight line, except for the walkways where the "humans" 

move, in the complex of silo-like structures that comprise the W.O.B. Building. 

Hundreds of exotic birds displayed in twenty-six exhibits - rain forrest, 

African jungle, swamplands, arid scrubland and others were all displayed in 

their natural setting that not only show what they look like, but also what 

they do and how they do it. All of this is in a building on a patch of land 

hemmed in by the roaring traffic on a street named East Foidham Road. These 

shapes, however, are not just shapes but exhibits, planned first and then 

clothed in the contours. So that no matter how attractive and unconventionad 

the shape may seem, it is first of all completely functional. 

The two largest exhibits, the African jungle and South American rain 

forrest, carry the barrierless approach even further by bringing the visitor 

into the display. Here one goes up twelve feet on a wadk-in bridge and enters 

the two indoor forrests, while birds surround the walk. An added attraction 

to the South American exhibit is the sight and sound of rain, lightning, amd 

thunder simidated by Bronx technicians. 

Below the public levels is the largest breeding facility in the world 

where a vital data card is kept on each specimen in a central registry for 

research. 

The rate animals range exhibits, opened in 1974» is amother step forward 

in zookeeping. The new range comprises three laurge moated areas, each am 

acre or more in size, devoted to three of the rarest amimals on earth - the 

Pere David deer, the JBuropean bison (wisent), and Przevalski's horse. All 

three of these species axe extinct in nature and exist only in zoos and pre

serves. The mission of R.A.R.E. is not only to help save wildlife by breed

ing but to display them in a way that enables people to appreciate them amd 

thus themselves become a motivated force in saving other endangered species. 

This is one case in which the designers and curators felt it was best to isolate 



the animal for their own protection and to help emphasize their individualism 

and solitude in being endangered. 

Another much heralded exhibit at the Bronx Zoo is the World of Darkness. 

It is considered by many as the most futuristic exhibit at the Bronx Zoo. It 

is also considered highly progressive in the field of nocturnal amimal exhi

bits which emphasize extensive research in different kinds of light and intensity. 

The sum total of the zoo's research including the kind and intensity required 

by the public was this structtire, which duplicates the natural environment 

of nocturnal animals by reversing the day-night cycle, it has a steel frame 

faced with black granite totally opaque. In the dim light, the layout offers 

a series of contrasting moods and spaces, passsage through the building being 

one of constant exploration and discovery. Since no one to this point has 

determined which light color - red, blue, or white is the best for displaying 

these animals, the design includes provision for future servicing modifications 

in this aurea. The building is divided into three major parts: The Forest After 

Dark, Wings in the Night, amd Refuge Underground. The public space continues 

around the horseshoe shaped plam, opening contrasting views of interpretive 

displays to the visitor. The animals, instead of being housed in cubed cages, 

have three-dimensional enclosures designed to standards of quadity in which 

they can caory out their normal activities of swimming, flying, climbing, and, 

if necessary, of hiding, for it is just as necessary to provide private areas 

to which an animal can retire from time to time. 

The theme of contrast is a basic conception of the layout as no two con

secutive exhibits are allowed to be similaur in design, looks or size, cross-

sections and glass sided burrows are mingled between large panoramas. The 

Bronx Zoo feels with the evergrowing problems of space, of breeding, of the 

trend toward speciadization in collections, the zoo of the future will tend 

to be more national, even international, with "annexes" often located fax 

beyond their city fences. The Bronx Zoo will soon have animals going down^ 

f2\ 



Above Opened in 1969, the World of Darkness 
exhibit at Bronx Zoo, to the design of Morris 
Ketchum, Jr. and Associates, has a steel-framed 
structure faced with black granite, simulating the 
nocturnal environment it encloses. The habitat 
displays inside were created by the zoo's own 
design department and provide a significant 
advance in the educational exhibition of wi ld 
animals. 

Left and below The layout offers a series of 
contrasting moods and spaces; passage through 
the building being one of constant exploration and 
discovery. 
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to St. Katherine's Island off the coast of Georgia. There the zoo will 

build an installation purely for conservational purposes. Endangered species 

will be breed and sufficient numbers held so that when restocking in the wild 

becomes possible the supply will be there. In some cases, a gene pool will 

be set up for certain species so that replenishment of those groups can be 

assured. The entire operation will be non-public, an eleven-mile boat ride 

being reqiiired to reach the island. 

The Bronx Zoo which can be simply described as a collection of nodes, 

primarily interior oriented, connected by paths - most offering some type of 

shelter. The paths axe arranged so that the entire zoo may be seen with a 

minimum of "backtracking." The primary problem of the zoo is the lack of 

on-site space, certainly not money or enthusiasm. Due to this lack of space 

and an increasing inventory, the zoo started what is now a common practice, 

which is the loaning out of certain species to other zoos and even serious 

and notable private breeders concerned with specie preservation they feel 

this will help insirre success. 

There are five basic patterns of display arrangement. The old established 

zoos amd menageries were invariably laid out on a systematic basic, which 

allows the easiest fiinction of daily maintenance and animal husbamdry. With 

such a plam all the similar groups of animads such as monkeys, cats or hoofed 

animals, axe kept in sepaxate areas. One of the advantages of this layout is 

the opportunity to emphasize the differences and similarities of related species, 

but it cam easily lead to monotony of presentation. 

A variation on this theme, which allows more diversification, is the 

zoogeographic theme of display in which amimads axe arranged in groups accord

ing to their continent of origin. This is the theme adopted at Milwaukee where 

the continentad groupings are laid out to cover North and South America, Africa, 

Asia amd Australia, and allows the exhibition of related prey amd predators. 
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The illusion is created that such animals as lions share a paddock with zebra 

and ostrich, but the two axe separated by conceaded moats. Many caxeful ex

periments as to how high and how fair amimals such as lions, tigers and leopaurd 

could leap had to be taJcen. 'B) measure such distances devices such as hanging 

stuffed birds at a variety of heights to stimulate the animal's jumping power 

was used. It must be remembered, however, that under acute stress animals 

can fatr exceed what is normal and it is adways safer to over-design, whether 

one is considering the leaping distance of a tiger or the pulling strength of 

a gorilla. 

Since the inception of the zoogeographic theme of display there have 

evolved three other types of zoo layout. These are based on habitat, popularity, 

and behavior. In a habitat zoo the layout is planned for areas to be broken 

up into exhibits of grassland, aquatic, polar, forest, etc. The populaxity 

type tends to plan its layout on such criteria as placing the flamingos near 

the entrance, the monkeys adjacent to the peanut kiosk, and the elephant rides 

in the focal center. Ihis was done to a great extent at the Sam Antonio Zoo, 

ad though their considerations were carried much further. The environment is 

the principal consideration and it is significant that the behavioral zoo is 

the most recent conception in zoo plamning. This is built auxjund the basic 

activities of the animals, amd breaJks them down into units comprising swimming, 

burrowing, flying and axboread amimads. 

Most zoos todate have been planned to include a selective combination 

of these five themes. Milwaiakee Zoo, where construction first started in the 

late 1950's, on creating what has become one of America's best and most 

attractive displays of wild animals. Because it is a new zoo, Milwaukee has 

been able to develop themes which have evolved since Carl Hagenbeck. Most 

zoos 'just grew," but Milwaukee, typical of modem examples, has been able 

to build from a maister plam adong orderly lines of designed growth. 
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As mentioned, Carl Hagenbeck set the fashion for progressive zoos ais early 

as 1907 in the zoo he opened at Hamburg. With his ideas and the design ability 

of the Swiss architect Bggenschwiler, the first example of the barless zoo 

in which were created not only concrete mountains but landscaping devices 

such as hidden moats and shielded clumps of vegetation to create panoramas 

of paddocks with amimals seen one aigainst the other. The creating of these 

dramatic panoramas inspired the design of zoos all over including Pare Zoo-

logique de Paris at Vinncennes in 193^ and London's Whipsnade Park in 1931 

as the forenmners. 

A saddening fact about zoos in general is that all of them have areas 

which axe lacking in one way or another - usually because the exhibit is out

dated due to constantly changing discoveries. Because of this, studying an 

overall plan is not enough. One must examine the exhibits themselves. The 

next portion of this study will focus on particularly outstamding exhibits 

or displays lauded by the professionals in this field. Each amimal type has 

not created one premier designer for that animad, some have been more success

ful than others amd some animals to this day have not inhabited particularly 

successful exhibits. This leaves the designer a lot of room for improvement -

yet unfortunately also room for new mistaJces. 
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Aquariums have evolved beyond the meaning of their original context. 

Their concept of displaying aquatic environments for scientific as well as 

recreational purposes has adlowed them to develop in a manner which zoos with 

their menagerie amd circus background have not yet been able to achieve. The 

aquaurium has made the most significamt contribution of all in the field of 

architecture for animals. 
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The first public aquarium was opened in lb53 in London so the zoo concept 

had a considerably good headstart. 

One of the more well-received aquairivmis is in Vancouver, British 

Columbia. Completed in 1967t the cool amd spacious architecture is skillfully 

represented in which the axchitects call an ecological and geographical concept 

of the waters of the province. The aquarium specializes in creatures of the 

Pacific and the inland waters of Canada. The floorplam is a labyrinth of 

exhibits and atreas to be discovered, with the support facilities opening up 

to the environment outside, creating a buffer for the protected tanks and 

equipment. This was one of the earliest aquaoriums which attempted to express 

functionadism as opposed to the more traditional styles of gothic or classical 

motifs. The scientific and technological aspects in the design amd space 

considerations were thoroughly reseaurched, so much so that the building has 

set a new trend, ais cam be seen in its influences on the New England Aquaudvm 



in Boston and the Aquarium of the National Fisheries Center in Washington, D.i 

The famous "African Panorama" at Hagenbeck Zoo in Hamburg-Stellingen is 

the grandfather of modern exhibits design. Today considered one of the more 

successful multi-animal exhibits, it is remarkable to think that it was con

structed in 1907 by the Swiss aurchitect Eggenschwiler under the close super

vision of Carl Hagenbeck. The exhibit which covers almost two acres is bisected 

into four sections with well landscaped trenches which are not visable at any 

point from the spectators stamdpoint. The trenches adlow for a visual, yet 

not physical combination of animads indigenous to the African plains. Both 

prey and predator may be seen with little danger of confrontation. The fore

ground is inhabited by zebras, ostriches, gnus, and girad'fes; behind them are 

the lions and jaguaurs, amd African mountain ungulates occupy the tower rocks. 

The artificial rocks were completely handmauie of concrete and rock. They 

reach a height of 5^ feet and served as a landmark and orientation point for 

admost the entire zoo. 
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In the newly built house for pachyderms in the London Zoo the space 

where the visitors stand is intentionally kept in semi-darkness, while the 

stables are brightly illuminated. So the visitor's attention is involuntarily 

drawn to the animals. Each stable for the Asiatic elephants and white and 

black rhinoceroses has access to the outside to larger exterior exhibits 

which almost entirely encircle the structure. The house is constructed on 

a monumentad scale designed to help emphasize the scale amd power of its 

inhabitants. The exterior facaide of concrete is textured to highlight the 

elephoant and rhinos celebrated thick skin. Although the animals may be 

sprayed down outside, the bathing pool is indoors due to the cooler London 

climate. The outdoor enclosures axe separated by moats from each other, 

amd the visitors. Since closer contact with the animads was expected on the 

interior, the majority of stalls were built with reinforced glass to sepaxate 

the animal from mam - this was done to protect the animal from infectious 

diseases and flu caxried by the visitors, A series of microphones and 

speakers was utilized so that the sense of hearing the amimal would not be 

lost. 

The tall towers atop the structure contain mirrors reflecting ample 

daylight to the inner stables amd help to create the illuminating effect the 

designers required. 

Another aspect of a zoo not mentioned before is the children's zoo, 

which is rapidly becoming one of the most popular sections of the modern zoo 

for children and adults alike. For children growing up in our rapidly expand

ing urban environments any natural contact with animals is no longer possible. 

If they cannot be given the opportunity to know and become interested in 

amimads, it is unlikely that they will be able to develop concern for the 

future of our diminishing lands and wild animals. The children's zoo is, 

therefore, a rare opportunity for the young to become acquainted with read 

amimals at close ramge. 



The children's area of the Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, rejects the 

Disneyland type atmosphere and presents animals in a setting in which they, 

rather than the structures, are the focal point. The architects (Fred 

Bassetti amd Company) set out to provide an activity and scade appropriate 

to small children, and achieved this with btdldings which are imaginative, 

yet simple, as they respond sympatheticadly to their environment. 

The structures axe divided into wood units comprising a foreign friend's 

villaige, a barnyaird and a woodlands exhibit, a lookout island and a tree 

theatre. The whole area has a imity expressed through using only two main 

materiads - cedar shingles amd cleanly detailed brickwork - while bright amd 

visual direct graphics create a sense of life. The amimals axe presented in 

a way that the children cam respect them as individuals as living creatures, 

not just color pictures come to life to be ordered around and handled at will. 

The structures are predominately open in nature and designed to be flexible 

considering most amimals are themselves yotmg and will be moved later. There 

is much less permanence in this type of exhibit. 

The first original zoological concepts of any scade since Hagenbeck 

pioneered the use of moats are the lion parks, or large scale exhibits which 

look natural to the observers, both in flora and fauna. And the vertical zoo, 

described by its developers. The Cambridge Seven Associates, as an enclosure 

which is cairefully designed to fit the animal and its activities, amd which 

recognizes the need for territory need not be expansive. 

Although both concept have valid arugments, so far intention and actuality 

have not yet jelled into a solid definition. The vertical concepts suffer 

badly in terms of flexibility and adequate natural sunlight. The lion parks 

are disturbing to the amimals as far as autos axe concerned amd the flight 

distances seem to increase drastically. 

The Cambridge Seven carried the veritcal zoo concept a step further in 

what is known as a "special exhibits" building. The interior is subdivided^ on 
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a module both vertically and horizontadly, which can be contracted or expanded 

to suit the special requirement of different species, giving a three dimensional 

variety of shape and size. The problem of sun was taJcen care of with control 

devices placed on the roof amd walls and integrated with the structure. So 

far it is just theory and is not tried and tested, however, it is evident that 

concern is being shown for progressive and successful habitat design as the 

problems are being made more aware to the public and money amd time axe being 

devoted in increasing dosages. 
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

An activity analysis for a aoological park doubles in scope from the 

majority of other design programs in that it must not only study and analyze 

the activities of people, but also that of the animals. And a arare appearance 

of not only the traditional activity traits of man and animal, but the activities 

of one, induced by the actions or reactions of the other also occurs. 

A modern zoological park literally thrives on the activities within. 

Twenty-four hours a day there is some type of activity, and usually a com

bination of many, the least of which is the most obvious, the motions of the 

averaige sightseer or visitor. 

In order to simplify this complex facilities' activities, they have 

been broken into two major categories, each with a substantical list of topics 

and subjects. The categories being internal and externad. External refers 

to the most highly viable aspects of a zoo (administration, visitation, public 

relations, etc.) and the internal aspects concentrating predominantly with 

"behind the scene" functions (i.e. security, sanitation, construction, etc.). 

It should be noted, however, that this is not done in an attempt to 

segregate one from the other, as a great number from each category aiffect 

portions from both, 

l) External Activities 

I. Administration 

A) Secretaxial - reception, appointments, visitor screening, etc. 

B ) Clerical - the filing of all activities in the zoo, cataloging, 

zoo equipment, employment applications/interviews. 

^) Housing of information - housing tapes, book, charts, maps, films, etc. 

This would be accessible to small groups (approx. five or less) - also available 

to public by appointment. Privacy needed for reading or playing the films 
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and tapes. "Checkouts" probable for some materials. 

D ) Meetings, formal and informal. Much conference will be done in private 

offices, but larger activities i.e. Board of Directors, planning, design, etc. 

needs accommodation, equipped with audio and visual presentation paxaphernalia. 

The atmosphere here should be pleasant, amd not so business-like that one 

forgets the zoo. 

E ) Employee needs - relaixation in coffee breaks and eating of lunch and 

dinners. Storing of food (cold) and heating of food adong with other dominate 

kitchen activities. Personal hygiene and street clothes storage (lockers 

and showers) occasionally employees will be required to sleep overnight for 

various reasons or a need for rest due to temporary illness or overwork re

quires consideration. There is a need for probably separation of male and female 

employees (i.e. showers, toilets, lockers, etc.). 

F ) Office maintenance - cleaming, vacuuming, mechamcial repair, storing 

of equipment, delivery of office supplies and mail. 

G ) Administrative duties - paperwork, public relations, facility growth 

amd perpetuation, person-to-person communication (letters, phones, interviews) 

decision-making. This category is primarily for the manager and assistant 

director, executive secretary, headkeeper and head veterinarian. 

II. Research and Health 

A health and research center will be one of the most important parts of 

any zoological park. This center will need to be samitarily isolated from 

other parts of the zoo, yet since the services of the vet is required all over 

the zoo, distance cannot be used for the isolation. 

Veterinary clinic -

A) isolation - required for sick and injured animals. The animals will 

be observed and tested. Treatment will also take place here. This will 

entail: sanitary preparation, pathology, operating on the animals, the taking 
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and testing of cultures, the recovery of the animals or demise, or transfer 

to other facilities, 

B) Checkups will be given to the healthy along with periodic weighing 

and measuring, the marking of animals for identification, parasite check, 

paperwork in chronological order on data collection on each animal and storing 

of that data. In addition, the patient will be fed and cleaned up after, 

while located here. This area will generally be closed to the public to 

insure the animals rest and to restrict chances of infection. As species 

vary in size and character, so must these areas. Attention will be given 

individually to the temperature, light and humidity that each animal is sub

jected to. 

Reseaxch Laboratories 

Each type of lab will require isolation from the other types, 

C) Examinations - healthy animals from zoo will be researched and studied 

here in amimal mannerism and animal needs and reactions (personality). Again, 

the primary activity is discreet observation and recording of facts and obser

vation. 

D) Diagnosis - used for testing sick animals - primarily from outside 

zoo, adong with matter from all paxts of the zoo being examined for signs of 

trouble. This area is primaxily concerned with test tubes and microscope 

work along with looking up facts and applied anadysis of publications that 

axe instrimientad in diagnosis. 

E ) Special Reseaxch - this is reserved for reseaxch not entwined in the 

day-to-day programs and processes of the zoo itself while still requiring the 

facilities equipment, information, consultation and services such of food amd 

sanitation. 

*Note: Each lab requires complete equipment facilities amd stock as 

equipment may not be transferred without sterilization. 
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I I I . Quaxamtine 

This area is closelyislated to the vet and reseaxch but must be a sepaxate 

entity. This activity concerns the shipping in, and out of the animals. In

coming species must be quarantined from two to six weeks before they can be 

allowed to become part of the zoo's fauna. This is done to protect both the 

existing animals and also the people that come in contact from disease, para

sites, etc. that the non-animal may have contracted. The "packing" of animals 

must be controlled carefully to insure the safe freight from place to place. 

This facility usually has less activity than others as acquisitions and 

departures of a zoo of this scope are minimal. 

IV. Grounds Maintenance 

Basic repair and shop activities, storing capabilities for tools and 

material accumulation. 

V. Lost amd fovind center/public information 

Inquiries into lost articles and the location of party members. Public 

information and primary problem solving service (minor problems with referral 

to administration for major concerns). Also, a paircel check station for 

cumbersome loads brought by visitors. 

VI. Visitor Service 

A) Sales - sourvenir 

B ) Food prepairation - snacks, sauadwiches, cokes 

C) Supply of special animad foods for purchase by visitors to feed the 

amimals. 

D ) Tour conduction/tramsportation system 

E ) In addition, the possible inclusion of a restaurant probably a separate 

entity from the zoo itself, both for formal and short order service. This 

woidd serve as a resting and regrouping function, also possibly as an orienta

tion point for visitors, affording optimum view of zoo or facilities. Provisions 
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should b<' made for both indoor and outdoor seat ing. 

Vll . Public Education 

A) loca l - d isplays and l ec tu res on the cha rac te r i s t i c s , numbers, 

hab i t a t s , « t c . of the animals contained within the zoo. 

B) universal - specia l programs or documentaries on amy and adl aspects 

or spocies of animals. 

G) drawing element - used as public re la t ions to draw people to the zoo 

repeatedly - used to create i n t e r e s t and paurticipation in aspects of zoo. 

2) Internal 

1. Animal Ac t iv i t i e s 

A) space-time pa t t e rn : the fac t tha t an animal 's l iv ing space i s not 

homogenous but d i f f e r en t i a t ed i s very important in understanding i t s a c t i v i t y . 

The animal e s t ab l i shes def in i te t racks and t r u s t s himself to them. In some 

casefi, never leaves them and thus p6u:ts of his own t e r r i t o ry are quite unknown 

or scarcely used. ^ 

Apart from the path an animal contains countless other pa t te rns ; e .g . the 

home (nest , cave, l a i r , o t c . ) forming a place of maximun concealment - he often 

r e t i r e s here under th rea t of danger. The animal usuadly has a second category 

home In case he i s not in a posi t ion to seek out his f i r s t . (He could possibly 

have several second homes but only one f i r s t category home.) The home i s 

usually in the center of the t e r r i t o r y from which he ventures everyday on a 

time and d i rec t ion pa t te rn which shows l i t t l e or no vauriance each day. Besides 

the home, many animals have spec i f ic places where special metabolic functions 

are jierforroed on a regulau: ba s i s . They are places of food consumption, drink

ing places , wallows, defaecation and ur inat ion spots - v i s i t ed normally and 

a t de f in i t e t imes. A time system i s coordinated with a space system for the 

animals typical day. Below i s am example of a t e r r i t o r y . 
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I t i s important to note tha t other species may cross am animals t e r r i 

tory with l i t t l e or no interference but an invasion by the same species wil l 

not be to le ra ted in the wild - s trangely t h i s disappears in most cases in 

cap t iv i ty . 

B ) Food - an oddity about cap t iv i ty i s that i t takes away h i s primary 

a c t i v i t y - tha t of food gathering. This a c t i v i t y i s what an animal 's l i f e 

i s centered aucoxind and when eliminated can cause serious react ions i f not 

dea l t with properly - the reac t ions aure a t extremes - e i the r excessive pacing 

taking place of the biological drive for hunting or the amimal becomes completely 

lazy and l e tha rg i c - thus becoming fa t and eventually leads to a degree of 

health d e t e r i o r i z a t i o n . 

C) Prey - another a c t i v i t y - predator evaision i s a lso denied in capt iv i ty -

usually slowing the animals senses amd i n s t i n c t s - sometimes c r i t i c a l l y . 

D) Training - t h i s i s provided for the animal as a form of exercise 

of the mind amd body to take the place of the food - prey absence - the actual 

t ra in ing learned i s i r r e l evan t compared with the animad preoccupation with 

i n a c t i v i t y which leads to escape attempts and aggression i f not of 
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E) Assimilation - the close association with man causes an assimilation 

tendency in the higher mammals when in captivity - this must be kept to a mini-

mum. 

F) Induced activit.Y - in freedom every animal performs the amount of 

activity of advantage to it either from internal necessity or external cause -

this varies from species to species. A fundamental problem of animal biology 

is how to neutralize as far as possible all modifying (non-hereditary, exter

nally conditioned) and mutative (hereditary) changes and degeneration phenomena 

in captivity. 

G) Mating - each species usually in mating or pairing is normadly associated 

with a definite ceremonial. Special consideration must be given to each ais 

usually the ceremonial is so strict that it cannot take place if the appropriate 

activities axe in amy way disturbed - thus ruining any chances for reproduction, 

H) Excretion - supervision is criticad. Apart from constant inspection 

for paxasites, in suspected cases, consistency, color, smell, etc. must be 

examined regiilaxly so trouble may be treated at once. Excretion is not a 

simple matter of metabolism amy more tham the intake of food. 

I ) Feeding - in the zoological gaxden the amimal is usually offered; 

I. substitute food and 2, food that is often less varied than natures. The food 

is usuadly fax too raontonous. This can lead to escape tendency, pacing or 

complete rejection - staon̂ ing as the alternative. The aniiTHls food must 

contain the necessary nutriment as well as suitable vitamins and this takes 

a greal deal of the keepers time along with developing a suitable quantity 

allowed each day. Timing and method must also be taken into account - his 

feeding conditions and times must be duplicated exactly if possible to gain 

the correct acceptance. 

II. Keeper 

By categorizing activities of the animal we have done the same, to a 
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large extent, for the keeper. Each animal or group requires his own keeper. 

This is very important for the well-being of the captive - he must grow to 

recognize and accept the keeper - not regard him as a threat. This is done 

by constant periodic contact, visually, smell and by voice between the keeper 

and animal. The keeper is a key figure in keeping the animal in a proper 

biological and psychological frame of mind. The keeper is in charge of feed

ing, sanitation, and usually some type of training for the animal. His 

familiarity with the animal is a useful tool in behavioral research, and de

tection of problans (sickness, anxiety, etc.). He must be careful not to 

"humanize" the animal as this is the primary factor in assimilation and hyper-

sexuadity. 

Ill, Security 

The public is the chief reason for the existence of most zoologicad 

gardens, but experience teaches us that it also provides the greatest source 

of danger for the inmates. The duty of the animal biologist and architect 

thus not only lies in taking appropriate measures to protect the public from 

the animals but also, conversely, to protect the animals from the public. 

There axe three reasons for this: First, because the public is the chief source 

of infection for delicate species of such illnesses as influenza, tubercidosis, 

colds, etc. Second, serious damger lies in the offering of unsuitable or 

even poisoned food by the public. Third, the possibility of direct harm or 

indirect damage to the animals with the public's less desirable activities 

of teasing, frightening or exciting them. It is a saddening fact that the 

zoological parks draw out the abnormal men who axe somehow fascinated with 

amimals. 

Along with this, naturally, aire the precautions necessary to protect 

the unwitting or tmheeding public from the more dangerous animals as there 

is considerable history of human death or dismemberment associated with zoo

logical parks. 
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IV. The Visitor 

The visitor has been discussed at length throughout the analysis as he 

is a primary consideration in the development and layout of the park. 

A) Attitudes - overall the attitudes of the visitor are positive as far 

as the concept of "zoo" is concerned. The vast majority are attending be

cause they want to be there, and consider the visitation an activity of en

joyment, relaxation or entertainment amd recreation. The zoo is used as an 

"escape" by some from the problem(s) confronting them - a place to get away 

from it all - if only for a short time. Most people enjoy the subject of 

animals and seem to have a curiosity about them that a "zoo" can help satisfy. 

Mechanics - that is, specifically set activity patterns, cannot be predicted 

with visitors to a zoo as say to a bank. There axe numerous different re

actions to the sight and display of animals. This is especially obvious in 

children. Children are rarely content to stand and watch am amimal for very 

long - especially if the animal is inactive. Because of the children's less 

subtle attitude toward the exhibits, precautions need to be taken as to not 

alarm the animals. Squealing or shouting, aggressive movements, climbing of 

rails or even over barriers can cause great excitement within the exhibit. 

Instances of children going too far and falling into exhibits may have dis-

asterous effects. Parents or teachers have a tendency to "loosen reins" on 

a child inside the zoo, something that normadly woidd not be tolerated in most 

other locations: children's zoos have given young people the wrong impression. 

The idea underlying all this is to allow children to have harmless intimate 

contact with the animals; of course, only quite harmless and inoffensive 

animals are used. The way this basic idea is put into practice in many places 

is wrong educationally. Instead of children being taught to approach animals 

with respect and the greatest possible understanding, they axe actually en

couraiged to order defenseless animals about and treat them just as they like. 

The majority of visitors however are of little problem to the gool.3.(Siĵ -̂ iaẑ  
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routine. 

B ) Character - the zoo shoidd contain a casual yet exciting atmosphere. 

The liberal use of color is recommended when not disturbing to the animads. 

Concessions are to be located conveniently, but are not to give the zoo a 

carnival atmosphere. An atmosphere must be developed in which the visitor 

must feel as unrestrained as possible while at the same time blunting un

desirable larges such as throwing objects into cages, taunting or screaming, 

etc., anything that could cause an animal to become upset or anxious. Poor 

remedies attempted by animals to escape or avoid the incident can and has led 

to serious injury or even the death of some inmates. The zoo exhibits should 

be as authentic as possible - that is, to maike both man and amimal alike feel 

that the setting is as natural as is feasible. This will help relieve sym

pathy the average person creates in himself for the "poor animal in the caige." 

Thus, they will respond to the authenticity in a more positive manner as well 

as become more educated about the animal's natural environment. Much of the 

"education" a visitor receives is subtle, his education ismore what his sub

conscious perceives than what he reads on the information plaques or is told 

l4 by a guide. A very popular education and entertainment aspect of zoo life 

is feeding time. The public will be informed of feeding times so that they 

may attend at their liking if there are no ill effects by this on the part of 

the species involved. Feeding vauries in many ways from species to species 

and individual to individual, caxeful consideration must be taiken on the 

effect a crowd could have on this routine. 

As mentioned earlier, security measures must be maintained even at night 

to protect animals from people. Disturbed humans have gained entrance after 

closing to sexually harass or mutilate in some instamces. There have even 

been reported cases of "trophy hunting" of admired species. 

V. Food amd Equipment 

Delivery of food and equipment takes place on an almost daily basis. 
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Numerous species require highly specialized diets and environment adaptions 

(ground cover, scratching posts, security objects, etc.). For simplication 

of this process all deliveries are made to a specific point by the supplier 

and transferred from a main storage area to more centrally located and con

venient storage or exhibit locations. Deliveries will require both hand and 

vehicular movement throiighout the zoo. Another delivery space shoidd remain 

separate for non-animal materials arrival and dispertion (snack bar, administra

tion materials, public utilities, etc.). 

VI. F i r s t Aid 

A s t a t i on must be maintained during public hours. This i s primarily 

for public accident use, scrapes, heat s t roke, heart a t tack, e t c . This r e 

quires immediate ex te r io r access for ambulance or pr ivate departure. 

VII. Vehicular considerat ions 

Due to the locat ion of the s i t e , the primary mode of access wil l be by 

private car or bus. Pedestr ian access i s feasible but not too probable. 

General parking f a c i l i t i e s and areas for 25O-3OO autos, and buses (IO-I5) 

should allow for easy amd safe access as the v i s i t o r becomes a pedestr ian. 

This wil l include areas close to administrat ion for employee, executive and 

handicapped access . Inter-zoo v i s i t o r tramsportation (wheelchair, s t r o l l e r , 

tram) amd the storaige thereof wi l l a lso taJ<e place. Actuadly entrance inside 

the zoo boundciries wi l l be a l l pedestr ian for the vas t majority of en t ran t s . 

This wil l allow more unified flow for secur i ty and t i cke t purchase. Disburse

ment of various types wi l l occur aifter entrance of the main gate . 

VIII. Sani ta t ion 

These activities are very instrumentad in disposition of both animad 

and visitor. This includes janitorial services for public restrooms inside 

the park, and the never-ending process of picking up litter strewn by park 

visitors. Also, the emptying of trash containers which are numerous. Usually 

this is done with a small truck which takes the full can and replaces it with 

^TOimiE/ 
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an empty one, after visitation hours. During hours all pickups inside the 

park will be done by hand. 

Animals waste is collected at least twice a day depending on the situation 

and in some cases (elephant, hippo) up to four or more. Waste that is picked 

up is burned in am incinerator with an elaborate filter system and then carried 

off. 15 

The great majority of the park is hosed down each day. Many cages where 

the inhabitamts can tolerate concrete ground cover have their wastes removed 

by way of water amd a drain or series of drains. Visitors paths are also hosed 

to reduce biiildup of spillage and limit the amount of dvist. This also serves 

as an effective way to bring water to the flora of the park. A great dead of 

amimals consider this as their bath amd an integral paxt of their daily routine. 

Play between amimal and keeper at this time is not unusual. Due to safety, 

some amimals require transference to other areas while their space(s) are being 

cleaned - usually this is simultaneous to the amimals feeding time. 

::^3^ 
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SITE ANALYSIS 

The site analysis is broken primarily into two parts. The first part 

pertains to Lubbock and the region as a whole, while the second focuses on the 

actual sight that the zoological park will occipy. 

Regional 

Lubbock and the surrounding region is described as being the South Plains 

area (a part of the llano Sstacado). Its basic geographical boundaries are 

the Canadian River on the north, the Pecos River on the west and south amd 

the Gaprock or erosional escaxpment on the east. 

The South Plains is a land resource area, characterized by patterns of 

topography, climate, soils, water resources and land use. The surface has no 

dominant landmarks rising above the plains floor. The area is, however, dotted 

with small playa lakes, small stream valleys amd low rises in the land. This 

offers little in the area of wind blocks except for the Gaprock which deflects 

east and southeast winds upwaird. 

The climate of the region is semi-arid, and serves as a transition be

tween desert conditions on the west and himiid climates to the east and south

east. The average annual precipitation has been 18.08 inches over the last 

twenty-five years. The maximum precipitation usually occurs in May, June or 

July when warm moist tropical air is pidled up inland by highs and lows from 

the Gulf of Mexico. The air mass produces moderate to heavy afternoon amd 

evening convective thunderstorms, sometimes with hail. The potential for 

damaging storms is quite high, combined with the chairacteristic topography, 

the area becomes conclusive to circimistamces necessary for tornados. The 

number of tornado sightings in the Lubbock area is from four to six annuadly. 

Snow occasionadly occurs during the winter months, but is usually light and 

remains for only a short time. The average snowfall is 8.4" per annum. The 
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record snowfall for one month is l6|". Rainfall in the area is neutralized 

to someextent by its severe fluctuation - varying during the past twenty-five 

years from ^O.y to 8.73" annually. Monthly precipitation in that same period 

has been from 0-1^". 

The mean average temperature is 59.7°F. The warmest months being June, 

July and August. The mean average maximimi temperature is 93OF. in July and 

the minimum of 26° occiirs in January. January is also the maximlom in heat 

degree days with 800. June, July, and August have no heat degree days on 

average, amd the yearly average total is 3f578. 

Wind is a significent factor on the South Plains, and will be a large 

problem for a zoological park. The wind often reaxjhes maximum constant speeds 

of 30 mph. The winds are strongest during intense thunderstorms. Normal 

mean surface winds axe qiiite high as the flat plains offer little resistamce; 

blowing dust is prevalent in the spring and late fall. The dusts terms occur 

during specific phases of the aigricultural process on the South Pladns. The 

dust is heaviest when fields have been plowed and the soil is dry. The annual 

average wind velocity is l4 mph from the south/southwest. The strongest winds 

axe recorded during February, March and April with the prevailing direction as 

southwest. 

The relative humidity is generally low. This moderates the heat in 

summer months. The dry air allows for rapid raditation at night amd produces 

lower evening temperatures. The wind also slows in evening, usually leaving 

a slight breeze behind. 

Climatologically, the area is generally pleasant with the most un

pleasant weather occurring in late winter amd eairly spring (January through 

mid April). The annual daily possible sunshine is 76;̂  with an annual total 

sunshine hours of 3i2^3« 

The soils of the region and Lubbock are samdy, clay loams which consist 

of limey clay, siltsand sand of reddish color. The combination of soils 

^0 
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provides an excellent foundation of approximately ^,000 pound per sq. ft. over 

18 
a vast portion of the plains. Natural vegetation of the region is generadly 

plains grasses to the west of Lubbock and mesquite savanna to the east. The 

mesquite is more noticeable to the immediate eash of the Gaprock where farming 

is not as predominant an activity as ranching. To the extreme southeast of 

the region, near Odessa, Texas, the transitional area between this and the 

desert shrubland begins. 

Water resources of the South Plains are of great importance for the 

economic well-being of the region. Surface water supplies are rare and unre

liable. The high degree of alkalinity in the topsoil polutes the runoff and 

causes most of the playa lakes to contain large amounts of naturad floride and 

minerals. The high rate of evaporation creates a degree of instability of 

these laikes. Irrigation wells are used to tap the vast Ogadlala water table. 

This stratafication of water bearing sands varies in thickness between 260 to 

320 feet. Although almost 70 percent of the annual precipitation occurs during 

the farmers growing season, an additional 12 to 15 inches is required to gain 

the more profitable higher yields of crops. This is obtained through the use 

of irrigation wells. An important factor about the Ogadlala formation is that 

it cannot recharge itself by meams of the Canadian River amy longer - having 

been completely cut off. All recharging must take place from annual precipi

tation. Since an estimated 99^ of the annual rainfall is lost to evaporation 

and transpiration, thus never reaching the table, the plains has a serious 

long-term water problem which as of yet has not been solved. 

The major land use of the region is agriculture, 8Q^ of which is irri

gated. Principal crops include cotton, grain sorghum, wheat, corn, and soy

bean. Livestock includes sheep, cattle, goats and hogs. As mentioned earlier, 

cotton is the major cash crop as Lubbock is the largest cotton producing area 

in the world. 

/m i iKiioini 
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The surrounding counties and towns are, for the most part, farming com

munities, few exceeding 10,000 in population, however, there are a great number 

of them. 

Lubbock with its population of an estimated 175,250 in I978 is centrally 

located on the South Pladns, and currently has population growth of 1 . ^ per 

year. 

The Metro Area, for planning and statistical purposes is divided into 

four sections by most governmental agencies of the city. The major develop

ment has been concentrated in the southwest sector over the past decade. The 

availability of flat, well drained, vacant lands in this sector have shown the 

greatest potential for the city growth. The establishment of the South Plains 

Mall at the intersection of Slide Road and South Loop 289 has further enticed 

growth in this sector. 

The northwestern sector of the city, containing the selected site for 

this project, has experienced little development as the vast landholdings of 

Texas Tech University, Texas Instruments, and the city-owned Yellowhouse Canyons 

have acted as effective barriers. It has, for the most part, been isolated 

from the central business district amd other sectors - it primarily serves as 

a housing sector. The completion of the loop has further enticed growth in 

this sector. 

The northeastern sector remains the area dominated by the Mexican-

American amd black communities. This sector is physically separated from the 

adjacent central business district by the Yellowhouse Canyon which has re

cently been improved by a large scale urban park which will serve as a con

nector at the northwestern end to the proposed zoo. 

The southeastern sector of the city, while containing a large amount of 

residences amd retail business, is considered predominantly as the industrial 

sector or district. Growth here is e3q)ected to remain slow but steady. 

Most planners and researchers expect the northwest sector to continue 
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AGE CHARACTERISTICS 
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a steady growth through the year 2,000, while the southwest sector should re

main the primary area of development, especially around University Avenue and 

South Loop 289. The development here is expected to develop enough to compete 

with the existing central business district. While the total population is 

e3q)ected to increase steadily, a drop in the fertility rate is predicted. 

Lubbock's population is relatively youthful. According to current figures 

over 70% of the population is under 35 yeaxs of age, and this is not expected 

to change to a large degree in the near future. Also, well over half of the 

Lubbock family units are in the middle income financial bracket. The primary 

access to the zoo will be by auto, and according to figures the S^ of the pop

ulation which does not have a car could be serviced by the Lubbock busing and 

taxi services. 

Lubbock is a progressively equipped city, providing all the major ser

vices expected from a town this size. A comprehensive plan has been developed 

to keep the facilities in proportion with the increase of population according 

to the Lubbock Pleuining Department Board. 

Lubbock has supplied an adequate number of parks ajid recreation facilities 

in most aspects. The usa^e of portions axe currently low, as is the case with 

the proposed site which is mostly part of the Lubbock park system. And emphasis 

has been on improving existing park facilities for public use. This is some

thing the zoological park could help bring about. 

Specific Site 

The landscape of the siiie is classified as hardland slopes. Of this 

the majority of soils are described as Amarillo-Acuff, ajid potter-berda-

Bippus. The soils are characterized by calcareous and sandy clay loams and 

caliche deposits. Soil svirvey section on the adjoining page depicts the soil 

variation. Both types are similar in structure-varying only because of location 

in or near a river bed, and the sediment which the water carried. The soil 

has a moderate permeability at 0.6-2.0 inches/hour. This, in turn, leads to 
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a low shraJk-swell ratio. The bedrock depth average of 60" remains constant 

throughout the area, as does the 6 foot depth of the water table. Flooding 

occurs onljjf in the canyon bottom, with flooding chances occurring from April 

to October. The 50 year flood plane is 3' is left undeveloped and 5'-6" in 

19 
the 100 year plane. 

The potential wildlife habitat ranges from fair to poor across the 

canyon. (Good for Gaprock standards) and contains 37 existing trees - mostly 

Siberian elm. Other trees with high rating for this soil and climate are the 

Eastern red cedar auid the osage orange. Existing vegetation also includes 

blue grama, buffalo grass, silver bluestem, sideoats grama, plains bristle 

grass and sand drop seed. With proper care and water, a large variety of 

20 
plant and vegetation can prosper in this soil. Due to the slope variation 

(0°-4lo) and the configuration of the river canyon, this site affords a greater 

flexibility than usual in this region in level changes, wind flow and shadows. 

This will be a major consideration in the orientation of exhibits. The sun 

follows a pattern which always has a southern orientation, coming closest to 

directly overhead in June when it peaks at 82°. The lowest noon orientation, 

however, is 3^° in December, meajiing a large amount of sun can be cast on all 

portions of the canyon. This is helped by Lubbock's higher than average total 

of sunlight hours, due to the region's lack of dense cloud cover. 

This data infers that the moderate climate and temperature range will 

not impose severe restrictions on outdoor exhibits for the vast majority of 

animal life according to scientific research. This is not true, however, of 

Lubbock's higher than average wind and the probability of numerous duststorms. 

This will impose the greater hazards to the exhibited animals. Proper use of 

the canyon can help minimize these negative effects in terms of wind blocks 

and filters. Access to the site is primarily from the southwest at the loop 

289 overpass for Clovis Road (two-way traffic-paved) and the loop 289 access 

road coming fran the east. This road is accessible directly from loop 289 and 
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North University Avenue. I t i s one-way current ly and i s a l so paved and two 

lane. These wi l l continue to be the primary means of access as no fu r the r 

road developments are planned in the near future by the c i t y or county 21 

AWOAC^ TO S/Vt. 
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The entire site is owned by the City of Lubbock and managed by the 

Lubbock Parks and Recreation Department. The majority of the site is not 

within the Lubbock city limits and is there for neither platted nor zoned at 

present. The portion within the city limits is zoned as parkland or green-

space and the rest of the site is expected to follow suit in the future. 

The site is bordered to the south by Loop 289 and a zoned industrial 

park on the loop interior. The east border consists of the property owned 

and developed by Texas Instruments Inc., and the state school for the mentally 

reteirded. Both properties contedn eight foot hurricane fences on their peri

meter. To the north is the Hillcrest Country Club and privately owned ranch 

and farmland. Both properties defined their boundaries with barbed wire 

fences. The western exposure consists of privately owned farmland and the 

Lubbock lakesite excavations. 

The entire site is well buffered on all sides from excessive noise of 

any kind, although the city is currently constructing an extensive soccer 

facility in the east portion of the park area which could later develop 

periodic higher noise levels - yet not constant. 

The site at present is criss-crossed with dirt roads and bike trails 

as it is currently being utilized by motorcycle enthusiasts due to the undu

lation of the canyon and surrounding area. Surprisingly, this has led to 

very little harmful erosion or the stunting of plant growth. The existing 

trails should be beneficial to the development process of such a large project. 

These pictures help to give a visual image of the actual site. No exact 

boundaries have been specified within the sight location because the topo

graphy and configurations within the site will be instrumental in the develop

ment of the exhibits and paddocks in which the animals are to be kept. Less 

than one-half of the land available on this site will be necessary for the 

actual zoological park, but until the actual design process has taken place 

and helped chosen the actual specific location no restrictions ahoi Lotions should be_i)lacei^ 
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on the development. I t i s expected, however, tha t the majority of the park 

will concentrate i t s e l f on the lower reaches of the small canyon crea ted by 

C2Uiyon Lake ^ and the support f a c i l i t i e s and adminis t ra t ion to be to the 

south and west on the f l a t t e r port ions of land. The adjoining a e r i a l and 

topographic maps wil l be instrumental in t h i s ana lys i s . Expansion w i l l e a s i l y 

move up the canyon when required to do so. Only an expected 35 a,cres of the 

more than 120 wil l be i n i t i a l l y u t i l i z e d . 
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SPACE LIST 

100 Administration 

110 Reception Area 200 sq. ft. min. 

This area is for screening and receiving guests euid visitors. It should 

be located at the main antrance of the facility and should be able to handle 

ten occupants including the secretary/receptionist. Comfortable seating 

should be offerred in a pleasant, informal atmosphere. Normal ceiling light

ing and 120v. outlets will be sufficient. 

120 Manager Area 300 sq. ft. min. 

This area required for everyday managerial duties on paperwork and phone 

and personal interviews separate enclosures required for msuiager and secretary 

and a storage/file room. Desks and chairs are the primary furnishings. Two 

permanent occupsmts will be allowed for with room for two-three visitors. 

This area is somewhat formal and condusive to efficient working levels. 

130 Assistant Manager's Area 225 sq. ft. min. 

Primarily the same as the managers area on a smaller scale. Adjacency 

of the two is required. Both will require overhead lighting and 120v. outlets. 

1 ^ General Director 65O sq. ft. min. 

For the overall planning, development, and administration of the zoo 

facilities. Required access from at least one alternate source. Formal at

mosphere suggested with an air of prominence or sophistication. Meeting or 

conference room needed along with large directors office and private secretary 

space. Furnishings should be elaborate displaying notable exhibits. The zoo 

has or had (pictures, awards, commendations, etc.) large conference table for 

ten to twelve persons in meeting area with podium and additional seating and 

built-in video screen. Offices require files, desks and seating for at least 

three. Either secretary or director may have couch, overhead and some indirect 
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lighting needed. 120v. in all areas and at least one 240v. in meeting area. 

150 Public Relations 6OO sq. ft. min. 

This area is predominantly informal and geared to public information 

and goodwill, for both individuals and grotqps. Again, a display area for zoo 

information, current trends, articles, etc. should be allowed for, this could 

be in combination with a lecture area in public education of zoo life and wild

life. It should be immediately accessible to the main entrsuice and reception 

area. One public relations persons with secretary will run these services and 

require offices and an informal meeting area. Overhead lighting will be utilized 

along with various other types used to emphasis displays or create different 

atmosphere. Versatility is essential, therefore 120v and 2̂'K)v outlets are re

quired. Various types of furniture will be used as affordable and suitable to 

intent. As in all offices carpet will be utilized. 

160 Zookeepers 5OO sq. ft. min. 

Primarily concerned with the perpetuation of animal life in the zoo, 

paperwork and research in care, feeding and psychology aspects of the captive 

animals. A head zookeeper, four deputy zookeepers and two secretaries will be 

the primary user group. Each will require a small office to work out of along 

with a large information library and research area; reproduction cUid filing 

of documents. This space cluster will require immediate access to the park 

grounds as well as the rest of the building. Files, bookshelves and working 

tables will dominate furnishings with both indirect and direct lighting. Copiers 

and some audio visual units require 240v outlets. Spaces should be open and 

strictly functional, "frills" are not required, as dealing with the public 

will be minimal. 

170 Employee Facilities 1,000 sq. ft. min. 

This area is for the functional activities of all the employees and 

facilities they require in their routines of the day or shift. A coffee or 

lunchroom able to handle a shift of 20 to 25 people with a smallJcitchen with 
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hot and cold food storage will be included. The area is informal in nature 

and comfort and relaxation are the primary objectives. Bright overhead lighting 

with 120v aJid 240v outlets for various appliances (refrigerator, stove, microwave 

oven, etc.) should be included in the design. 

Individual lockers for personal storage of clothing and smaller articles 

will be included for both male and female workers. Privacy will be required 

with the inclusion of shower and toilet facilities. Tile floor and walls will 

be required in both locker room showers with indoor-outdoor carpet in the locker 

room itself. A cheery, yet personal atmosphere must be kept, use of bright 

colors and graphics set this area apart from the paneling and pastel colors 

used in the more public areas. 

Sleeping quarters (two of tljeiji) mtat be maintained for overnight stays 

and recuperation from overexertion or temporary illness. The spaces should 

be simple yet comfortaMe with space for single beds (3), closet, and tables 

for ma^a-zines or television. 

180 Office Mainteneuice 90 sq. ft. min. 

This area is for the upkeep of the building and the perpetuation of the 

daily activities. This area strictly utilitarian materials and finishes. 

This area should include cleaning storage with sattelite closets, service 

sinks, an interior receiving room for office supplies, repair and storage, 

as well as a mail room for the entire park facility. One permanent employee 

will handle office supply with two more for custodial considerations. 120v 

and 240v outlets should be supplied. Intensified fluorescent lighting and 

overhead lighting need in workbench areas. 

190 Me chemical 400 sq. ft. min. 

Primarily for H.V.A.C. and storage for spare parts and tools. Areas 

for the heating unit(s) and hot water heater and direct access to air condition

ing. May be considered separate entity for safety purposes fluorescent light

ing overhead with spotlight outlets furnished. Area for d ^ ^j:i^"^^,"^^,• jmm u/i 
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needed. Rarely more than two people wi l l be working in th i s area. Road 

access for heavy equipment i s a prominent factor along with seclusion from 

the publ ic . 

200 Research and Health Clinic 
& 

300 

200 Clinic 100 sq. ft. min. each 

201-204 

These are the offices for the health clinic. There will be a head 

veternarian and three assistant vets, each requiring their own office from 

which to work. Most of the work would be on the phone or reading to keep up 

with the latest developments in animal care and keeping the clinic supplied 

with the necessary equipnent and medicines. Bookshelves and some type of 

personal shelves will be required along with a large desk and comfortable 

chairs. Carpet will not be suggested due to the possible influx of many types 

of animals into the offices themselves. Ventilation is important and will be 

discussed further in the systems chapter. 

Secretary will be necesssury and will require a space adjacent to all 

four offices along with a large file room in which periodic data will be kept 

on each animal ever brought into the zoo. The file room should also contain 

a work area with a large table and storaige for some office supplies. Light

ing must be adaptable to a large amount of reading and paperwork. Due to 

experiments with certain vaurious research equipment types both 120 and 240v 

outlets are required. 

205-215 Specific Function Areas 

Labs 

These facilities will include two scientific laboratories for work in 

diagnostics and research. Built-in tables and cabinets to house electronic 

equipment, microscopes, slides, centrifugal machine etc. is required. Over

head lighting will be supplied but will not be the primary source used here. 
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Outlets needs to be installed within the tables and below the cabinets. A 

minimum of four 240v outlets are needed for each as well as up to twenty-five 

120v outlets. Acidic resistant flooring should be installed for longevity and 

safety as well as fire retardant walls and doors with a high fire rating. 

The examination rooms should be styled in a like manner but on a smaller 

scale, movement will need to be restrictive in order to retard escape ten

dencies. Reinforced walls will be needed in place of the fire walls due to 

a lack of volatile materials yet the existence of strong animals in panic 

or anxiety will require wall reinforcement. These rooms are strictly utili

tarian and do not need the commercial air given to public vet clinics. These 

examination rooms along with 

The observation rooms will need quick access to the building exterior. 

These observation or isolation spaces will need visual access to the interior 

without egression. The rooms will be uncomplicated with light colored washable 

walls with a solid floor and floor drain for washing down the space. Tiles 

or anything needing caulking is unacceptable due to hygiene. Germs grow in 

the cracks and the cracks make cleaning harder. Lighting should be designed 

in such a manner that it cannot be easily accessible to the inhabitants, as 

this could become extremely dangerous. Bxterior pens will also need to be 

offerred for larger animals. Again, a solid drained floor is required while 

solid walls and an overhead cover are suggested yet not mandatory. 

The operation rooms and morgue (l80 sq. ft. min.) must be the larger 

of the spaces and highly versatile. All cabinet storage should be above -

none on the floor level. Floor covering should be hard but not as restrictive 

as other areas. The entire ceiling should be illuminated in incandescent 

light with lowered high intensity, adjustable lights with a 200 watt minimum. 

Air circulation should also be a high level with the more elaborate filter 

systems. Square configurations have proven to be the most successful for 
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versatility and mobility. These facilities must have access to their own 

emergency generators and the morgue will require its own refrigeration unit. 

Lighting is not required to be quite as intense as in the operation rooms. 

Some carcasses will be stored up to two weeks axxi will require containers 

that can be placed in the "freezer." 

Sanitizing and sterilization of instruments and support materials will 

need adjacency to both the operation and examination areas. The equipment 

is small but runs on 240v outlets for the most part. Normally, only one per

son will be using the equipment at one time. For maintenance ease there 

should be a hard floor and washable walls. Overhead lighting will suffice. 

Rese£u:ch Library - located in a central area for both the clinic and 

research is the extensive research library (200 sq. ft. min.) for storing 

and collecting data. Each employee will require their own stall. Concen

tration is importcuit so carpet and acoustic paneling is suggested. Each 

stall will need one 120v outlet and two 2^v outlets should be supplied for 

the entire space. A large table should be off erred when the stalls do not 

allow enough space. Luminous incandescent lighting suggested. The book

shelves and storage cabinets should be inset in the walls to allow more 

mobility and should rise floor to ceiling. 

300 Pens - Mcuiy spaces will be shared between the research and clinic units 

although some, like the observation pens and labs, will be off erred in both. 

The pens should be alike, about 200 sq. ft. in size and completely escape-

proof as the possibility of more ser ous situations arise by escape from 

here than the exhibits themselves. The labs will be used for observing both 

health and personality and the 80 sq. ft. size will be the same for both 

clinic and research. Some shared facilities will be pathology, x-ray, kitchen, 

food storeige, quarantine, maintenance, etc. 

X-Ray - This room will need exterior and interior access and should be 

at least 180 sq. ft. As like the majority of the facilities the floor should 
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be drained ^ c l e a n i n g and of a hard surface. The walls will require lead 

i n s e r t s f o r ^ i i a t i o n pro tec t ion . Reinforced s tructure i s mandatory to support 

'x-ray machines tha t must be able to cover a majority of the 

floor on t racks . Recessed l igh t ing wil l ease mobility r e s t r i c t i o n s . 

Surgery - two exploratory surgery spaces (150 sq. f t . min.) will be 

needed to help carry on research and help in the c l i n i c . These are very 

similar to the operation rooms previously described and could conceivably 

be incorporated in to tha t area. 

A scrub room wil l be required for each for the surgery par t ic ipants 

(human). Wash basins ajid storeige for surgery garments must be supplied a l 

though 50-60 sq. f t . exceeds what i s sxifficient. These rooms also serve as 

a hygience buffer for the surgery areas from the r e s t of the building. 

Quarantine - i n t e r i o r quarantine f a c i l i t i e s wil l also be supplied. These 

spaces should be secluded from the major ac t i v i t y to reduce confrontation 

with the inhab i tan t s . They are se t up l ike the observation pens but on a 

more s t e r i l e l eve l to p ro tec t the animals from possible infection of disease 

by new or suspect animals. Door needs to be a i r - t i g h t and a separate climate 

control system wi l l not allow the spreading of germs by a i r to other areas 

through the ducts . The suggested size of 120-150 sq. f t . r e s t r i c t s excessive 
24 

movement caused by quarajitine or disease, yet i s comfortable for most animals. 

Workrooms which v i s i t i n g research may use for temporary offices must 

be f lex ib le and a t l e a s t 60 sq. f t . overhead l igh t ing , 120v and 2̂ K)v e l e c t r i c i t y 

should be supplied for work eff iciency. 

A lunchroom and kitchen s imilar to that of the administration, but on a 

smaller sca le , should be provided for a kitchen for animal nu t r i t ion i s sug

gested for research and maintenance of animals in the f a c i l i t y . 100 sq. f t . 

excluding cold storage i s considered minimal as the only real difference in 

food preparat ion for animals as opposed to human i s the scale of the por t ions . 

And wil l follow s u i t with the "human ki tchen." jmm u/ir 
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Cleaning - hygiene plays an integral part in this facility so cleaning 

nodes or closets must be in more abundance than usual. These should contain 

a service sink and room for a complete collection of hard floors, high ceilings, 

120v and 240v outlets and ten sq. ft. of space. Overhead lighting will be 

adequate. 

400 Visitor Services 

4 l l - 4 l 6 The l o s t and found, publ ic lnformat ion. t i cke t , securi ty, e t c . Booths 

should a l l be of a s imilar exter..or design and nature to bring a sense of 

unity to the v isua l image of the park, possible labeled with colored graphics 

and use of g l a s s . I n t e r io r s needn' t be large (10 sq. f t . i s su f f ic ien t ) . Just 

large enough for one person and a stool and some work space. Shades should 

be provided i f windows are u t i l i z e d . One in t e r io r 75^ l i g h t , one exter ior 

f loodl ight and one 120v ou t l e t should be supplied in each booth and a t l e a s t 

an in ter -park phone service . 

The paurcel check booth should be similar in nature yet la rger in scale 

to s tore checked objects and a r t i c l e s found inside the park. 

417 F i r s t Aid 120 sq. f t . min. 

This space wi l l be staffed by one full- t ime regis tered nurse. There 

should be an office for the nurses instruments, supplies, and f i l e s . These 

storage areas could be e i the r permanent or mobile. Also required would be 

a desk and chair and a t l e a s t one v i s i t o r chair . Two private rooms, 3 0 - ^ 

sq. f t . should contain examination tables and a dressing area. With numerous 

120v o u t l e t s one 2 ^ v should be avai lable somewhere in the space. The 

s t a t ion needs to be on the perimeter, near an ex i t for quick transferance 

i f necessary. Lighting of incandescent recessed, and d i r ec t lamps i s probable. 

420 Sales 

421 Souvenir Shop 150-200 sq. ft. 

A small shop situated near the main entrance utilizing the style of 

the other booths, restrooms, etc. Flooring optional as well aslighting, 
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aesthetics and unity are primary factors, display will house two employees 

and up to 20-25 visitors. Display cases will hold film and camera supplies, 

promotional items and so on. Most merchandise will be on display on the 

floor but a small storage room 20-25 sq. ft. with a basin will be necessary 

for cleaning. 

422 Snack Bar 

Three to four small exterior snack bars will be situated within the 

park, run by two employees that will sell fast foods such as cokes, popcorn, 

hotdoogs, fries. A canopy over the counter area for sun and element shelter 

should be provided with some exterior tables and chairs. ^ sq. ft. should 

house the small rotisserie popcorn machine and soft drink dispenser. Ice 

and storage may be situated under service counter and display/storage shelves 

provided on back walls. Other furnishings woiild be a griddle and cold 

storage for food, elevated wood floors over hard foundation which axQ re

movable will help with sanitation, indoor-outdoor lighting is recommended. 

423 Mobile Tours 

Mobile tours are recommended, yet optional. If utilized, 450-500 sq. 

ft. would be required for covered waiting and boarding area, along with a 

ticket booth. This facility should also be located close to the main entrance. 

424 Parking - visitor 90,-100 thousand sq. ft. 

autos - 250-300 spaces 170 sq. ft. per space 

buses - 10-15 spaces 350 sq. ft. per space 

Circulation and landscaping, along with lighting and some type of location 

systems take an estimated 5O/0 of total area. 

Administration business and employee parking for 67-75 lead to an 

additional 12,000 sq. ft. of parking needed. 

500 Support Facilities 

510 Maintenance Building 12-14,000 sq. ft. 

511-515 Main Bam I3OO sq. ft. 
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The main barn is for everyday maintenance procedures and construction 

of new hardware and facilities. This would include vehicle work, welding, 

woodworking and some foundry work. A concrete slab floor seems by most to 

be both economical and efficient. This facility will have four to five per

manent employees and additional workers on projects during construction. A 

foreman's office of modest style and a storage office for files and records 

should be provided. Corrogated steel siding and steel frame should be all 

that's necessary for this structure. An outdoor pen should be allowed for 

storing piping, machinery, etc. Both 120v and 240v floor outlets will allow 

ease of functionsLl activity. 

520 Sanitation 

Public restrooms affording five stall and two sinks for females and two 

stcLLl, three urinals and two sinks for males will be stationed at convenient 

nodes in four or five areas in the park. At least two staCls for both male 

and female must contain handicapped facilities. Tile floor has proven most 

popular with overhead incandescent lighting and at least one 120v outlet in 

each restroom. Each "set" of restrooms should have a small janitorial closet 

with wash basin and 120v outlet for cleaning preparations and supply storage 

(paper towels, toilet tissue). 

Trash 

Exterior trash accumulation and incinerator space must be supplied. 

This facility should be downwind from the majority of the park. It should be 

secluded and not accessible to the public. A solid fence of dense vegetation 

are two suggestions. This area is for both human disposal and animal waste 

so incinerator will require the appropriate modified filter systems. 

Waterhouse Stations 

At strategic points for wetting down exhibits, paths and vegetation 

alike to retard bacteria and refuse development are essential. Water pressure 

will need to be higher than average. 
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530 Kitchen 1800-2200 sq. ft. 

The park kitchen will receive store and disperse all the food necessary 

for the park animals daily consumption. An interior receiving dock is essential 

in keeping sanitary conditions high in the acquisition of the vast quantities 

of food arriving on an almost daily basis. A concrete, drained floor slab with 

water faucets on either side is suggested with an elevated dock on the end. 

Again, the structure needn't be elaborate as protection from the element and 

odor are the primary concerns. Two separated kitchens with central dry and 

cold storage vaults is the plan zoos of this scope are now trying to use. 

The kitchens are on a large scale (200-300 sq. ft.). One will primarily be 

concerned with cooking and hot food, while the other primarily in dry goods 

and fresh vegetation dinners. A series of six to eight oversized ovens, grills 

and stoves, four commercial sinks each with disposals and over 65 sq. ft. of 

countertop preparation space are the essential ingredients cuLong with utensil 

storage in the cooking kitchen. The dry goods kitchen contains the same 

sinks but only two stove/ovens but up to 100 sq. ft. of preparation space is 

required. Each kitchen will employ eight to ten preparers, along with a fore

man. File cards are kept in the kitchen for reference to what each auiimeLl or 

2S group requires. -^ Tile, drained floors and pauitry lined walls are predominant. 

Lighting varies to peirsonal preference. 120v outlets only. The dry and cool 

storage vaults required heavy insulation for preservation. Trends toward 

wooded floors are becoming more prevalent. Lighting is minimal, circuits 

cut lights when vault doors are shut is suggested. The cold storage needs 

at least an 120v outlet for cutting of some meats. This facility with office 

for supervisor should be as centrally located in the exhibit area as possible 

while still remaining close to perimeter for delivery ease. A small dispersion 

area where prepared foods are loaded for delivery should be covered, yet 

enclosure is noL a prerequisite. Asphalt or concrete flooring for light trucks 

for sanitation reasons is required. 
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540 Park Manicure 400-500 sq. ft. 

Primarily consists of a metal barn with dirt or asphalt floor for 

storing fertilizer, garden untensils, lawnmowers and other objects used in 

perpetuation of gardens, trees and flora in general. Suspended incandescent 

lighting has proven most economical. An office for paperwork and employee 

should be provided within the barn. Four to six nodes of smaller scale will 

be placed in park for ease of work with less mobile restriction. 30 sq. ft. 

or less. 

550 Mechanical 

A power source area of an estimated 900 sq. ft. which is described in 

systems chapter and a workshop 100-120 sq. ft. for maintenance of said systems 

is required. The workshop should contain a work bench and welding area. 

Leurge double or garage door for larger units is reasonable. Concrete double 

thick flooring will hold concentrated loads of some heavier machinery and 

equipment. 120v and 240v outlets are required for working. Fluorescent 

lighting is the trend in San Antonio and New Orleans Zoos. 

600 Exhibit Spaces 

The main exhibit areas have been discussed at length in the activity 

cuialysis and case studies chapters. Also, because of the designs varying 

as much as the animals themselves the display cannot be responsibly des

cribed here. There are support facilities which carry similar traits and 

they will be discussed as far as the traits will carry. 

Food Preparation 

Exhibits under the same roof (aviary, nocturnal, etc.) will more than 

likely require their own food preparation area for dividing and allocating 

food portions from the central kitchens. Also, for adding medicine or 

vitamins as prescribed. A small cold storage (refrigerator/freezer), a 

lockable medicine cabinet at least I'x4'x6' and a preparing table. A wash 
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basin for cleaning up after meals will also be necessary. 

An implement storâ -e for kitchen utensils, safety and emergency equip-

jnt (haHess for animals in case of fire and escape, safety wear for trainers 

and so on). 

Separation or seclusion pens will be required, again size and type will 

vary, but shade, water source and drained flooring are essential. These pens 

are for segregating animals in case of pregnancy, sickness, territorial con

flict or just change of pace which is sometimes regarded as an important 

?6 
part of zoo life. 

600 

A sanitary storage similar to the previously mentioned janitorial closets 

only on a larger scale. 

Office - each groip or building will also require a central office for 

paperwork, phone calls and so on. 120v outlets should be sufficient but at 

least one 240v outlet should be supplied for unforseen need in machinery con

cerning the complex. 

Needless to say, the planning and orientation of the exhibits is of 

uppermost consideration. Each specie requires different specifications, 

thus the exhibits will be situated on the site first and the facilities worked 

in around them unless serious confix)ntations arise. 
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SPACE SUMKiARY 

"llowing pa^es comprise a list of the spaces necessary for zoo

logical paii of this scope to function and perpetuate itself in such a manner 

4 
befitting Lubbock and the world of zoos to which it claims membership. 

Genertlities are used in the areas of actual exhibition spaces because 

of the scalt of the creature that will inhabit the space, the number of. or 

combination of others within the same space and, of covurse, the psychologiccd 

and biological need requirements brought about by the facts of captivity. 

The spaces will be designed while relying heavily on research and case studies 

on that specific animal type. 

An attempt to categorize in this field is frowned upon by most pro

fessionals in this area as it is felt each exhibit requires its own individual-

22 
ity for its overall success and that of the zoo in general. Because of this 

only the requirements cited over and over again are mentioned under exhibit 

spaces. 

It has been discovered that the actual facilities within the space are 

not near so important for its success as the character developed in that 

space, i.e. ground texture, sunlight, etc. 

Min. Sq. Ft. Total Ceiling Ht. 

I. Administration 

120A/Manager >K) 3 ^ 

12l)Main Office 

122)Secretary 

123)Filing Room 

130B/Assistant Manager 

13l)0ffice 

M 

180 

100 

160 

140 

180 

100 

160 

240 

1^ 

/U 

8'6 

8' 

10' 

8' 

mi 
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132;Secretary 

l40C/General Director 

l4l)Office 

142)Secretary 

l43)Formal Meeting Room 

l44)Presentation Storsige 

l60D/Zookeepers 

l6l)Head Zookeepers Office 

l62)Deputy Zookeepers Offices (4) 

l63)Space for Two Secretaries 

164)Clerk Office 

165)Information Housing 

166)Information Reading Room 

l67)File Room 

150E/Public Relations 

15l)P.R. Office 

152)Secretary 

153)Informal Meeting Room 

154)P.R. Storage 

155)Display 

156)LectiLre Area 

170F/Employee 

171)Coffee/Lunchroom 

172)Food Storage 

173)Kitchen 

174)Lockers (Male) 

175)Lockers (Female) 

100 

180 

100 

400 

30 

140 

120 

150 

120 

450 

80 

120 

120 

100 

150 

30 

100 

150 

^ 0 

10 

50 

120 

100 

100 

710 

180 

100 

^ 0 

30 

1,540 

1^ 

^0 

150 

120 

450 

80 

120 

650 

120 

100 

150 

30 

100 

150 

1,200 

^0 

10 

50 

120 

120 

8' 

8'6' 

8' 

10' 

10' 

8'6' 

8' 

8' 

8' 

10' 

8' 

8' 

8' 

10' 

10' 

10' 

10' 

10' 

8'6 

10' 

10' 
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176)Showers (Male) 

177)Showers (Female) 

178)Toilets (M&F) 

179)Sleeping Quarters (2) 
(each sleeps 3) 

llOG/Reception 

110)Waiting Area w/Restrooms 

lll)Sec/Recep Space 

112)File Room 

l80H/0ffice Maintenance 

l8l)Mailix)om 

182)Receiving 

l83)Cleaning Closets (2) 

1901/Mechanical 

191)Repair Room 

192)Heating/Air Conditioning 

193)Storage 

Administration Totals (excluding covered walks, patios, etc.) 

Total Space Square Footage - 5.300 sq. ft. 

Circulation Space Z5% - 1,325 sq. ft. 

Gross Inside Space 

II. Research «& Health 

200Â /Clinic (Animal Care) 

20l)Head Vetinerary Office 1 ^ 1 ^ 8'6' 

202)Assistant Vets Office (3) 100 300 8' 

203) Secretary 120 120 8' 

204)File Room 180 I8O 10' 

205) Laboratory (2) 120 240 10' 

80 

60 

60 

120 

160 

100 

80 

^ 

60 

6 

80 

350 

25 

80 

60 

120 

240 

340 

160 

100 

80 

112 

^ 

60 

12 

455 

80 

350 

25 

8' 

8* 

8' 

8' 

10' 

8' 

8' 

10' 

8' 

10' 

10' 

10' 

- 6,625 sq. 

1^ 

100 

120 

180 

120 

ft. 

4,̂ 5 

1^ 

300 

120 

180 

240 
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206)Restrooms (2) 

207)Examination Rooms (6) 

208)Isola t ion Rooms (6) 

209)Operation Rooms (2) 

210)Morgue 

2U)Equipment Storage (8) 
(for 7,8,9,10 2 e a . ) 

212)Sani t a t i o n / s t e r l i z a t i o n 

213)Holding Pens (Exterior 

2l4)Research Library 

300B/Research 

30l)Secretary 

302)Files 

303)0bservation Labs (3) 

304)0bservation Pens (3) 

305)Pathology 

306)Surgery (2) 

307)Workrooms (4) 

308)Kitchen (Animal) 

309)Kitchen (Human) 

310)Lunchroom 

31l)Scrubrooms (4) 

312)Food Storage 

313)Maintenance Rooms (2) 

3l4)Cleaning Clos. (6) 

315)Quarantine (3) 

*Note: The c l i n i c and research 

to many area ( l i b r a ry , morgue, 

20 

5̂ 

45 

200 

200 

20 

25 

) (10) 200 

are 

250 

100 

150 

80 

200 

185 

180 

60 

100 

80 

80 

20 

10 

40 

6 

1 ^ 

to work in one 

40 

270 

270 

^KX) 

200 

160 

25 

2,000 

250 

2,661 

100 

150 

240 

600 

185 

360 

2 ^ 

100 

80 

80 

80 

10 

80 

36 

420 

1 facility ; 

holding pens, storage, e t c . ) 

^plQl G€. /Ul 

8' 

10' 

8' 

10' 

10' 

8' 

8' 

20' 

10' 

8' 

10' 

10* 

20' 

10' 

10' 

8' 

8' 

8' 

8' 

8' 

10' 

8' 

12' 

and wil l share 

Definite d i s 

mm 
access 

t inct io; 

m, 
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of areas of work should not be made as economical f l e x i b i l i t y must be upheld. 

Health & Reseeirch Totals 

Total Space Square Footage (excluding pens) - 4,660 sq. f t . 

Circulat ion Space Z^% - 1,665 sq. f t . 

Mechanical Space 15% - 873 sq. f t . 

Gross Inside Space - 6,698 sq. f t . (6,700) 

^•OOIII. Vis i tor Service L\QO 

410A/Centers 

411)Lost and Found Booth 

4l2)Parcel Check Booth 

4l3)Public Information Booth 

4l4)Main Gate (Ticket Booth) (4) 

4l5)Stroller/Wheelchair Booth 

4l6)Security Booths (4) 

4l7)First Aid 

1. Nurses Office 

2. Equip. Storage 

3. Private room with bed 

420B/Sales 

42l)Souvenir Shop 

A. Display 

B. Storage 

422)Snack Bar (3-4) 

423)Tour Conduction 

1. Ticket Booth 

2. Waiting Area 

3. Loading/Unloading 

(2) 

10 

50 

10 

10 

10 

10 

80 

20 

^0 

180 

20 

40 

25 

160 

300 

10 

50 

10 

40 

10 

^o 

140 

80 

20 

40 

200 

180 

20 

160 

^5 

25 

160 

300 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

8' 

10' 

8' 

10' 

10' 

9' 

•X-

15' 

15' 

/ummpiiRW' 



424)Parking 

Auto (250-300) 

Bus (10-15) 

Parking circulation and 
landscape 50^ 

Total (excluding parking) 

500IV/Support Facilities 

510A/Mai nte nance 

511)Foreman's Office 

512)Carpenter's Workshop 

513)Storage Barns (2) 

5l4)Storage Office 

515)Storage Pen 

520B/Sanitation 

521) Public Restrooms (8) 100 800 10' 

(female, 4 female) 

522)Janitor Storage for R.R. (4) 

523)Trash accumulation Area 

524)Incinerator 
525)Refuse dump area (may be 

same as trash area) 

526)Truck Storage (2) Trucks 

527)Storage for Water Hose 
ajid Utensils (20) 

65 

170 

350 

28,000 

80 

180 

350 

60 

280 

I I I 

51,000 

5.250 

90,000 sq. 

= 1.085 

1,300 

80 

180 

700 

60 

280 

f t . min 

8' 

12' 

15' 

8' 

I V 

6 

200 

24 

200 

720 

8 

24 

200 

24 

200 

720 

160 

8' 

13 ' -15 ' 

6 '6" 

530C/Kitchen 

531)J^nclosed Receiving 

532)Warehouse Vault 

533)Office 

53^)Kitchen (2) 

535)Dispertion Area 

^ ^ 

; Dock 

m 

560 

100 

80 

450 

60 

ec, 

560 

100 

80 

900 

60 

A 

13'-15' 

8' 

8' 

10' 

12' 
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536)Dry Storage 

540D/Park Manicure 

54l)0ffice 

542)Storage Barn 

543)Perimeter Storage (4-6) 

550E/Mechanical 

55l)Power Source Area 

552)Storage 

553)Workshop 

600V/Exhibit Spaces - 6,000 sq. ft 

A) Aviary 

6lO)Exhibit Space 

6ll)0ffice 

612)Coops 

6l3)stora€e 

B ) Herpetarium - 3,400 sq. ft. 

620)Exhibit Space 

621)Office 

622)Food Preparation 

623)Isolation Pens 

624)Storage 

600C/Nocturnal Exhibit - 4,100 sq. 

630)Exhibit Spaces 

63l)Mechajiical 

632)0ffice 

633)Storage 

634)Isolation Room 

^ 0 

80 

500 

30 

900 

65 

120 

5,000 

100 

400 

150 

2,000 

100 

150 

250 

100 

ft. 

2,800 

250 

100 

100 

300 

^ 0 

760 

80 

500 

180 

1,085 

900 

65 

120 

5,000 

100 

400 

150 

2,000 

100 

150 

250 

100 

2,800 

250 

100 

100 

300 

10' 

8'6 

12' 

4'6 

15' 

10' 

12' 

25-: 

8' 

8' 

10' 

8' 

8' 

8' 

8' 

10' 

8' 

8' 

10' 
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Total 

8' 

D)Large Mammal Exhibi ts - 260,000 sq. f t . 

Exhibit spaces wi l l vary in accordance with the size and abundance in 

the exhib i t s a.s well as c h a r a c t e r i s t i c animal t r a i t s . These factors will also 

d i c t a t e the amount of i n t e r i o r to ex te r io r space. 

E)Small Mammal Exhibits - 150,000 sq. f t . 

The same c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of large mammals per ta in here. As above, 

exact s ize wil l vary due to design processes and land adaption. Both large 

23 aund small mammsLLs wi l l require these spaces. 

64l)Main Exhibit Area(2) 

642)Food Preparat ion Area 

643)Separation Pens 

644)Implement Storage 

645)Secondary Exhibit 

646)Void Between Exhibit & Viewer 

647)Sanitation Area & Storage 

648)Exercise or t ra in ing 

(may be in exhib i t area) 

6 ^ ) C e n t r a l Group Office 

650)Group Mating & Maternity Pen 
Approximately 8-10 groups of exhib i t s 

40-50 t o t a l exhib i t s 

Totals 

I . Administration 
Research & Health 
Vis i tor Service 
Support F a c i l i t i e s 
Aviary 
Herpatarium 
Nocturnal Exhibit 
Leirge Mammals 
Park Circulat ion 
Parking 
Small Mammals 

size varies 

80 8' 

var ies 

25 

varies 

varies 

12 

varies 

8' 

120 

var ies 

8' 

sq. f t . 

6,625 
6,700 
1,085 
7,375 
6,000 
3,400 
4,100 

260,000 
60,000 
90,000 

150,000 

595,285 sq. f t . (30 acres) 

=/ppie€ /ummpiw 
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The primary space needs wi l l include 30-35 acres but the ent i re 108 

acres should be ava i lab le for future developments. 

/ymmpia^f 



jWTism/ cairiilli^ 
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SYSTEMS 

Floors 

The standard loading of 50 lbs. per square foot and 2,000 per square 

foot on concentrated loading for the offices, uniform loads of 250 for 

storage and 100 for public exit facilities is adequate for these facilities. 

Second story flooring is not a design requirement. The entire facility coiild 

be on ground level and sustaining the strength necessary for seizmic zone 1. 

Waterproofing and curbs will need to be provided throughout the park 

to channel the excessive amounts of water used to hose down the grounds 

daily. Water should be channeled to vegetation areas for absorbing and plsuit 

growth. Paths should maintain a slight pitch to avoid standing water. 

Walls and Partitions 

Height will vary as previously described due to interior function need. 

Normal accoiistical levels will be adequate in offices. Noisy activities of 

any nature at the park are minimal. Exterior walls will need an R-rating of 

12 or better. The clinic x-ray walls will have j" lead lining and will require 

an adequate load reinforcement. Due to emphasis on sight and observation in 

a facility such as this, a large amount of glass should be anticipated in 

the walls. Typical 6" thickness interior and 9" thick exterior walls will 

do except in some exhibits where strength plays a larger role. And in the 

clinic laboratories where added fire resistive materials will bolster thick

ness. The use of partitions and screens is optional butnot required for any 

activities. Deflextion cannot exceed Viao for flexible finishes. Retaining 

27 
walls are a possible tool in the exhibit designs. 

Ceilings 

Acoustic, fire retardant suspended ceilings will allow a higher degree 

of flexibility and quiet. An R rating of 19 or better must be maintained to 
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satisfy the uniform building codes. Reinforcement required in clinic x-ray 

room on the tracks used by x-ray machine. The machines vary from 83O lbs. up 

to 2,100 pounds in the larger more sophisticated models. 

Door and Windows 

Exits must be supplied in the buildings according to activity and number 

of people. In most cases an occupancy of 50 or more requires two or more exits 

excpet kitchen and locker rooms which hold a 30 occupancy maximum if changes 

in elevation occur of more than 12 inches, ramps must be used for the handi

capped. Doors will require a decorative touch in these facilities open to 

public and all will require a minimum fire rating of one hour. The door swing 

in public buildings is in direction of exit. Garage type doors may be useful 

where laxgeT animals are concerned in interior areas. As mentioned, windows 

and glass may be used. Extensively, both in public buildings and exhibits 

as barriers. Exhibits using plate glass or float glass units need to be 

securely fastened at each corner. Some will be required to withsteuid pressure 

up to 2,000 pounds per square foot. This will require glass up to four inches 

thick per 15 square foot area. Wired glass may be reqtdred for additional 

strength. Windows in the non-exhibits buildings will be of regular con

struction able to hold the wind loads of the Lubbock area. 

Mechanical 

Air Conditioning 

According to the Ashrae Guide and Data Book the average adult male pro

duces 450 to 550 BTU/HR of heat at office work or walking slowly, and around 

900 BTU/HR at moderately heavy work. The radiation of this body heat to cooler 

walls and surfaces makes a comfort system with air circulation imperative for 

high working efficiency levels. 

Economic selection of and operation of equipment requires the environ

mental design conditions be set so as to require the smallest change from 

existing outside conditions compatible with comfort. It is^asier^ to change 
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the dry bulb (room temperature) temperature than to introduce a large amount 

of moisture in the a i r . An effect ive temperature of 68° which i s 75^ dry bulb 

and 57^ wet bulb i s a more p rac t i ca l combination than 72° dry and 62° wet. In 

summer dehumidification must be accomplished and the smallest change possible 

should be sought. Air conditioning i s the control of vent i la t ion , humidity 

and a i r c leanl iness i s r e l a t i on to human body heat and dry bulb temperature, 

a i r c i r cu la t ion i s suggested a t 25-35 cubic feet per minute per person for 

offices and l abo ra to r i e s . Kitchens require a higher amount than most a 4 CFW 

per square foot of f loor space. A veloci ty of I5 f t . per minute i s the minimum 

if stagnation i s to be avoided. Because most animals give off more body heat 

per hour than humans the effective temperature for indoor amimal spaces i s 

suggested to be 5°~7'^ l e s s in both summer and winter than comfort zones sought 

by humans. Also, a i r c i rcu la t ion i s suggested to be a t a 25-3Q?o higher ra te 

2fi 
to avoid s tagnat ion. Due to outside odors near the c l i n i c i t i s probable 

that a i r washers or chlor inat ion of a i r may be required to keep the inside 

a i r from re ta in ing objectionable odors. 

To reduce cost in t h i s area consideration to placement of openings so 

they may be effect ive i n l e t s and ou t l e t s for vent i la t ion i s suggested. Due 

to a broad range of a c t i v i t i e s and inhabitemts the c l in i c wil l require ind i 

vidual thermostats in almost every space and rooms with amimals may require 

addi t ional fans for c i r cu la t ion . Conventional H.V.A.C. systems perform 

here adequately 

Lighting and E lec t r i ca l 

The r a t i o of visual task to immediate surroundings or brightness r a t i o 

for a l l the complex should be aiout 3 to 1 or 4 to 1. The minimum acceptable 

condition i s 20 to 1. From d a t j b y Weston (1978) i t was learned that v i s i b i l i t y 

improves as object br ightness i i ^ ^ ^ s . This wil l be of great importance in 

the i n t e r i o r exh ib i t s , along wifi the study of contrasting backgrounds and 

how they enable the object to b*seen more clear ly due to ^^''^?[LSLp^y^^ 
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cer ta in s t imulat ion value o n ^ e r e t i n a . Much higher degrees of these techniques 

wil l allow the v i s i t o r be t t e r ins ight for d e t a i l and not jus t basic form and 

color. I t must be noted, however, that brightness and background don ' t 

necessar i ly mix. An overly br ight background produces glare and an uneasy-

ness to the eye. Dis t ract ion then occurs and detracts from the exhibi t . 

Lighting should be di rec ted into exhibi ts but not toward backgrounds. This 

becomes a problem with g lass which i s hard to t r ea t when the glass i s strong 

enough to enclose exh ib i t s . \ 

Exhibits inside should maintain 75-100 foot candles. This i s overall 

general l i gh t ing plus local ized l igh t ing . Offices should maintain 20-30 foot 

candles for f i l i n g , pr ivate offices and conference. Auditing and bookkeeping 

areas require 50-100 foot candles. Corridors 10-20, l ibrary 50-70, laboratory 

65-100, and restrooms 20-25 foot candles of l i g h t . As in a l l hospitsils, the 

c l in ic wi l l require an extra generator or a l te rna te power source for emergency 

l ight ing and operating equipment in a power f a i l u re . 

Types of l i gh t ing or limiinaries for l abs , off ice, l i b r a r i e s , e t c . in 

29 I order of effect iveness a r e : 1 

1) luminous ce i l ing (brightness not to exceed 15OFL in large rooms 

and 200FL in small rooms) J 

2) luminous ind i rec t (maximimi ce i l ing brightness not to exceed 350FL) 

3) t o t a l l y ind i rec t (maximum cei l ing brightness not to exceed 350FL) 

4) semi-direct (brightness not to exceed 5OOFL in the 0° to 45° zone) 

5) d i r e c t - i n d i r e c t (45° shielding toward l ine of s ight) 

Recommended Reflection 

ceilings - 80-85)^ 

upperwalls - 8O-85 

walls - 50-70 

trim - 30-40 

chalkboards - 15-20 

Factors' » 

II 1 1 • 

desk top 

furniture 

floor 

- 35-50 

- 30-^ 

- 15-30 
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Application of Floodlight Suggested Footcandles 

Automobile Parking Areas 2-5 FC 

1.3 FC 

20 FC 

5-10 FC 

Storage Yards 

Parks and Wfeilks 

Buildings 

Power 

Bach facility will require an individual service drop, rack amd panel 

boards, off of which the branch circuits will lead to different areas of con

centration. Power requirements for each space was listed in the detailed 

space list. For aesthetics and a higher level of visitor and animal safety 

it is suggested that the majority of wiring be underground. A minimum of two 

feet depth is required andthe burial may be direct or in more expensive, yet 

easier to maintain condiiit. Typical metal-clad switch great or "load centers" 

for the larger installations (administration, clinic) and circuit breaker 

branch circuit panel boards for the smaller center (exhibits, warehouse, 

kitchen) is not unusual. As mentioned, raceways and some flooring outlets 

will be required, especially in the clinic. 

Telephone Service will generally be underground. A terminal room, 

accessible to telephone company employees at all times should be allotted 

for. Gables leave inariser shafts raceway approximately one square in. in 

diameter. Speaker phones, cordless switchboard and office consoles will be 

utilized for office work and park employees as well as at least five public 

pay phones for visitors. 

Plumbing 

Minimum standards for "diiposal field construction: 

Lines per field - 2 

Individual lines maximum length - 100 feet 

Trench bottom, minimum width - 18 inches 

Field tile, minimum diamter - 4 inches 

ll 
• dig] 

4 
.31 
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Field tile lines, max. slo^B- 6 in. in 100 ft. 

Field trenches, min. separation - 6 feet 

Hookup to the city s ^ ^ B system is possible due to the location just 

inside the city limits. Plumbing will primarily consist of fresh water supply 

for drinking and restroom Ictivities. Restrooms will be spread throughout 

the park, causing a rather large amount of excavation and with drinking fountains 

and snack bars requiring potable water the pipe system becomes rather extensive, 

for cost and durability, c^^t piping type seems logical for both supply 

and drainaige. Below grade park drains may be connected to the drainaige system 

with the use of adaptive traps to avoid odor and backing up. liach exhibit or 

exhibit building will like^B require floor drains and fresh water supply for 

drinking and sanitation. In restrooms closer bowls may be made for floor or 

wall mounting. Floor cle 

a substantial fixtiire c 

elongated fronts, the lat 

arJer. 

f 
The kitchen will require 

is facilitated by the wall hang unit, but requires 

Bowl contours are available with round or 

are desirable and are required in some codes for 

public use. Public toilelBshould have open front seats without covers. 

The park kitchen wiM|require disposal of food, waste and himian waste. 

or stainless steel fixtures with disposal 

units. In this area for vlar and cleaning ease stainless steel is suggested. 

All plumbing fixture^ should be designed and installed so as to be con-

Their operation should provide adequate, but 

not excessive, quantities of water supplied so as not to create a cross-

connection with the waste system. Complete drainage should be possible 

through a trapped outlet. Many fixtures should have overflows discharging 

to the fixture side of the trap. Interior surfaces should be impervious, 

smooth and easily cleaned. 

Spaces containing plumbing fixtures should have smooth, impervious 

surfaces of light color; Ikiese rooms should be adequately lighted and 

ventilated either naturaJor artificially or both. These qualities promote 

venient for intended usage 

/ • r im/ eahriiiiî  
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cleanliness and make it easy to maintain sanitary conditions. 

Structure ^^fl 

The facilities require no excessive spans nor do any of the exhibits, 

although the use of large spans may still remain a design option. The largest 

span necessary is less than fifty feet for the maintenance-storage buidlings 

which is totally functional arSPthe span needn't actually be a free span. 

A great deal of concret^^ expected to be utilized in the development 

of exterior exhibits in the manner of retaining walls, moats, and "sculptured" 

areas of the exhibits. | | 

Otherwise there is little limitation on structural materials used by 

the designer other than economics, which will play a large role in getting 

the most park on a limited budgPt. 

Wind load is the most prominent external force brought upon by this 

area. The facility could be entirely ground level or one-story with little 

or no hinderance so wind loads, axial column loads, etc., will be minimal. 

The character the zoo takes on could have an integral paurt in con

struction of the support facilities and will require consideration in the 

context. The support facilities should not dominate the site but be left 

almost inobtrusive. A blending of structures into an integrated park is 

part of this urban design of unity. Exposing the similar structure materials 

and form is one way of creating this unity. 

Alarm Systems 

Fire alarms are imperativ?on a development literally enveloped in 

animal and plant life. Due to the excessive amounts of ventilation required 

in portions of the facilities the heat sensitive alarms seem more advisable 

than the popular smoke detectors. Each facility should also be equipped with 

manual fire alarms with direct hookup to the fire stations of the district. 

Although fire sprinkler systems are not required by law they are strongly 

recommended especially in the clinics facilities. For public buildings fire 

I 
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extinguishers are required by law and should be liberally supplied to every 

facet of the zoo. 

Security systems as mentioned in activity analysis and case studies 

are imperative to the safety of the visitors and the inhabitants. Due to 

the nature of the animals, sound and vibration sensitive alarms are not 

feasible. The more expensive trip or electric eye alarms will function on 

a higher level of validity along with the elctronic alarms, security services 

will be utilized and the grounds will be patrolled regularly with manual silent 

alarms at designated points. 

Building Codes 

1976 Lubbock amendments where applicable. 

Fills Sec 7OIOE 

All fills shall be compacted to a minimum of 90^ of maximum density as 

determined by U.B.C. standard No. 70-1. 

Sec. 1105,805,605 etc. All portions shall be provided with natural light by 

means of exterior glazed openings with an area equal to one-tenth of the total 

floor area, and natural ventilation by means of exterior openings with an area 

not less than one-twentieth of the total floor area shall be provided with 

artificial light and mechanically operated ventilating systems. 

All water closet rooms shall be provided with an exterior window at 

least three feet square in area, or a vertical duct not less than 100 sq. in. 

in area for the first toilet facility with an additional 50 sq. in. for each 

additional toilet facility; or mechanically operated exhaust system, which 

is connected to the light switch capable of providing a complete change of 

air every fifteen minutes. Separate facilities for each sex provided. 

Sec. 1716. Gviard rails shall be not less than 42 inches in height. Open 

gixard rails and stair railings shall have intermediate rails or an ornamental 

pattern such that a sphere 9 inches in diameter cannot pass through. 

m\mm 
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Sec. 1801. The structural elements in Type I fire resistive buildings shall 

be of steel, iron, concrete or masonry. Walls and permanent partitions shall 

be of non-combustible fire resistive construction with one hour or two hour 

fire resistive material. 

Sec. 809,909 etc. An approved fire alarm system shall be provided. Audible 

alarm devices shall be used in all areas an exterior alarm required for each 

building. 

3302d) The maximum distance of travel from any point to an exterior exit door 

or passageway shall not exceed I50 feet or 200 feet in a building equipped 

with an automatic fire-extinguishing system throughout. 

Public facilities require specific dimensions of toilet, lavatories, water 

fountains and telephone so as to allow use by handicapped persons. 

Sec. 1306. A minimum distance of three feet in width for one and two-story 

buildings must be maintained. Courts or yards with windows opening on opposite 

sides shall not be less than six feet in width. 

Sec. 504a) Buildings shall adjoin or have access to a public space, yard or 

street on not less than one side and must be permanently maintained. 

Sec. 1305 Lubbock added - ventilation of cooking facilities. All exhausting 

systems over any cooking facilities shall not terminate in an attic or any 

confined space, but shall continue through the roof to the outside atmosphere. 

Table 29-A Lubbock Revised 

# of stories 

1 

2 

3 

3 Thickness of 
foundation 

Concrete 

6" 

6" 

8" 

Masonry 

8" 

8" 
12" 

Width of 
Footing 

12" 

14" 

16" 

Thickness 
Footing 

8" 

10" 

12" 

of Depth Below 
Natural Surface 

16" 

18" 

24" 

29-E The exterior ground shall slope away from building at all locations. 

Sec. 4607-C Within the fire limits, ground signs more than fifteen feet high 

shall be of non-combustible material and three feet distance from a building. 
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Construction lime Table 

1980 April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

1981 January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

1982 January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

1983 January 

February 

March 

Lubbock Zoological Park 

May 1 Pricing date 

June 1 Initial donations 

July 15 Initial bonds 

Sept 1 Begin design 

Nov 15 Complete schematic design 

Jan 15 Design approval 

May 1 Design completion 

June pricing-verification of funds 

July 15 Begin contract docimients 

Completion of contract documents 

Dec 1 Pricing 

Jan 15 Advertising for bids 

March 15 Bids taken 

Apr 15 Contract execution 

May 1 Work order-begin 

construction 

Oct 15 Exhibit excavation begins 

Jan 15 Midpoint of exhibit excavations 

^onr Mwmwf 
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April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

1984 January 

Februciry 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

Aug 15 I'ddpoint of construction 

Shell fit out 

Beginning of furnishing installation 

Completion of furnishing 

Aug 1 Paik opening-cleanup 

Final completion 

irn^ 
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Building Type - Administrat ion/Offices/Service-Visitors 

sq. footage t h i s type 7.725 

Building Type Low Ave 

Foundations 11,400 

Superstructure 45,000 

Exterior Walls ^ , 2 0 0 

Roofing 6,500 

P a r t i t i o n s 22,500 

I n t e r i o r Wall Finish 9,700 

Floor Finishes 7,600 

Ceilings 7,200 

Spec i a l i t i e s 2,500 

Conveying Systems 3,200 

Plumbing 14,500 

Fire Protect ion 1,800 

HVAC 35,400 

E lec t r i ca l 28,600 

General Gond. 13,600 

Net Bldg. Cost $249,700 

Site Work 11,500 

Equipment 3.600 

Total Cost $264,800 

x23/o Inf la t ion + 6l,000 

Low= $325,800 Ave= $382,600 High= $5^,200 

Ave 

17,500 

47,700 

^,000 

6,700 

23,700 

10,500 

9.^0 

7,600 

2.900 

4,300 

16,^0 

2,000 

47,800 

30,800 

17,000 

$290,300 

15,500 

5,300 

$311,100 

71.500 

% of Cost 

5.9 
16.1 

15.5 

2.2 

8.0 

3.5 

3.2 

2.6 

1.0 

1.5 

5.6 

0.7 

16.2 

10.4 

5-7 

98.2% 

5.2 

1.8 

100^ 

High k\ 

22,300 

55.700 

51,000 

8,000 

28,700 

14,200 

15,200 

12,800 

4,900 

12,800 

16,600 

2,700 

^,500 

33,300 

18,200 

$422,900 

16,800 

6.000 

$445,700 

«• 102.500 

m 
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Building Type - Research Labs/Health Center 

sq. footaige t h i s type 

Building Type 

Foundations 

Superstructure 

Exter ior Walls 

Roofing 

Pa r t i t i ons I n t e r i o r 

In t e r io r Wall Finish 

Flooring 

Ceilings 

Spec i a l i t i e s 

Conveying Systems 

Plijmbing 

Fire Protect ion 

HVAC 

E l e c t r i c a l 

General Cond. 

Net Bldg. Cost 

S i t e Work 

Equipment 

Tota l Cost 

x23^ I n f l a t i o n + 

6,698 

Low Ave 

13.900 

44,100 

26,500 

7,200 

20,600 

5,300 

7,100 

5,200 

4 , ^ 0 

2,500 

21,300 

3,400 

45,800 

28,100 

13,100 

248,500 

5,400 

15,500 

2 6 9 , ^ 0 

61,900 

Ave 

14,300 

55,500 

30,900 

7,800 

28,900 

6,100 

8,600 

7,200 

4,500 

3,200 

31,900 

5.500 

75,900 

51,700 

18,600 

350,600 

11,900 

23,200 

385,700 

+ 88,700 

% of Cost 

4 .4 

14.7 

8.9 

1.8 

8.7 

3.9 

4 . 4 

3.0 

0 .4 

4 .2 

9 .3 

0.6 

12.6 

9 .4 

4 . 5 

90.69^ 

9 .4 

1009^ 

High Ave 

17,200 

58,200 

41,200 

9,000 

36,100 

8,000 

9,300 

10,000 

4,800 

4,100 

35,100 

6,400 

79,400 

59,100 

20,200 

398,100 

13,900 

23,500 

435,500 

+ 100,000 

Low= 331,400 Ave= 474,400 High= 535,500 

mv) 
fni 
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Building Type - Food Processing/Kitchen 

sq . footage t h i s type 

Bu i ld ing Type 

Foutidations 

Supe r s t r u e t u r e 

E x t e r i o r Walls 

Roofing 

P a r t i t i o n s 

In t e n o r Wall F i n i s h e s 

F loo r F i n i s h e s 

Ce i l i ngs 

S p e c i a l i t i e s 

Conveying Systems 

Plumbing 

F i r e P r o t e c t i o n 

HVAC 

E l e c t r i c a l 

General Cond. 

Net Bldg. Cost 

S i t e Work 

Equipment 

Tota l Cost 

x23^ to b r i n g -•• 

i n f l a t i o n t c Low= 

p r e s e n t 

2,200 

Low Ave 

3,600 

14,400 

2,700 

3,600 

2,500 

800 

1,600 

1,200 

300 

400 

5,200 

400 

2,500 

7,500 

2,900 

$51,600 

1,800 

2 , ^ 0 

$55,800 

12,800 

$68,600 Ave= 

Ave 

4,100 

15,800 

8,700 

4,00 

4,600 

2,200 

2,300 

1,300 

^ 0 

500 

5,500 

500 

6,500 

7,700 

4,200 

$65,300 

3,600 

11,300 

$80,200 

18,400 

$98,600 

% of Cost 

5 . 1 ^ 

19.9 

11.0 

5 .1 

5 .8 

2 .8 

2 .8 

1.6 

0 .4 

0.7 

7.0 

0 .6 

8 .1 

9.6 

5 .3 

85.8 

4 .5 

14.2 

+ 

100?g High= 

High k\ 

5,100 

18,900 

8,900 

5,200 

7.900 

4,500 

2,500 

1,900 

4,200 

2,800 

8 , ^ 0 

1,700 

8,600 

10.600 

5,300 

$92,500 

5,600 

24,100 

$122,200 

28,100 

$150,300 
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Dodge Manual 1978 

Building Type - Warehouse/Mainte nance 

sq. footage this 

Building System 

Foundation 

Supe rs true ture 

Exterior Walls 

Roofing 

Paritions 

Interior Wall 

Floor Finish 

Ceilings 

Specialities 

Conveying Systems 

Plumbing 

Fire Protection 

HVAC 

Electricjal 

General Cond. 

Net Building Cost 

Equipment 

Gross Cost 

Site Work 

Construction Cost 

type 5,375 

Low Av 

7,900 

31,300 

28,000 

4,500 

15,600 

6,700 

5,400 

5,000 

1,720 

2,200 

10,100 

1,290 

24,000 

20,000 

9,^0 

$173,700 

2,470 

$176,190 

8,000 

Low 

$184,190 

x23^ to bring to current 12,^0 

inflation rate Low= $226,500 

Av 

12,201 

33,200 

32,000 

4,500 

16,500 

7,300 

5,900 

5,400 

2,000 

3,000 

11,500 

1,450 

53,300 

21,500 

11,800 

$201,500 

3,700 

$205,200 

10,750 

Ave 

215,950 

49,700 

Ave= $265,600 

% of 1 

5.9 

16.1 

15.5 

2.2 

8.0 

3.5 
3.2 

2.6 

1.0 

1.5 

5.6 

0.7 

16.2 

10.4 

5-7 

98.2^ 

1.8 

100^ 

Cost High Av 

15,530 

38,800 

35,500 

5,^0 

19,000 

9,800 

7,600 

9,000 

3,400 

9,000 

11,600 

1,900 

33,800 

23,200 

12,700 

$236,200 

4,200 

$2^,^0 

11,700 

High 

252,100 

57,900 

High= $310,000 

™„<.u 
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Building Type - Aviary 

sq. footage this type 

Building System 

Foundation 

Superstructure 

Exterior VJalls 

Roofing 

Partitions 

Interior Wall Finish 

Floor Finish 

Ceilings 

Specialities 

Conveying Systems 

Plumbing 

Fire Protection 

HVAC 

Electrical 

Gen. Gond. 

Net Cost 

Site Work 

Equipment 

x23^ Inflation 

Low= 

6,000 

Low Ave 

8,800 

179,000 

18,105 

15,155 

0 

1,898 

2,165 

0 

3,^15 

1,200 

3,698 

1,455 

8,980 

8,490 

6,080 

256,977 

7,990 

6,000 

62,322 

333,289 

Ave 

10,̂ l40 

204,000 

21,600 

16,500 

0 

2,160 

2,640 

0 

4,1̂ 10 

1,500 

4,500 

1,860 

10,860 

10,500 

7,260 

339.260 

11,100 

6,600 

82,100 

Ave= 436,580 

% of Cost 

6.9 

37-6 

14.0 

11.6 

0 

1.4 

1.8 

0 

2.5 

1.0 

3.0 

1.2 

7.2 

6.4 

4.8 

High= 

iiigh Ave 

12,080 

221,680 

24,090 

18,400 

0 

2,860 

2,960 

0 

5,5^ 
1,800 

6,100 

2,895 

12,860 

12,125 

8,965 

361.355 

14.100 

8.960 

88.415 

^2,830 

m 
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Building Type - Heirpe 

sq. footage t h i s 

Building Type 

Foundation 

Supe r s t rue ture 

Exterior Walls 

Roof 

Pa r t i t i ons 

I n t e r i o r Finish 

Floor Finish 

Ceilings 

Spec ia l i t i e s 

Conveying Systems 

Plumbing 

Fire Protect ion 

HVAC 

E l e c t r i c a l 

Gen. Cond. 

Net Bldg. Cost 

S i t e Work 

Equipment 

Total Cost 

x23^ I n f l a t i o n 

tar ium 

type 3,400 

Low Ave 

6,120 

17,900 

6,500 

1.990 

12,108 

5,681 

6,108 

3,806 

5,000 

5,691 

12,900 

1,000 

20,000 

10,900 

6,051 

121,855 

3,199 

10,100 

135,154 

Low= $166,225 

Ave 

6,563 

18,972 

9,350 

2,720 

13,056 

5,882 

6,562 

4,488 

5,474 

6,290 

14,042 

850 

21,250 

14,178 

6,800 

136,458 

3 . ^ 8 

14,14^ 

154,070 

Ave= $189,470 

/o of Cost 

4 . 4 

12.5 

6.0 

1.8 

8.7 

3.9 

4 . 4 

3.0 

3 .3 

4 .2 

9 .3 

0.6 

14 .8 

9 .4 

4 . 5 

90.6 

2 . 3 

9.4 

1009^ 

High= 

High Ave 

7,004 

20,100 

10,060 

3,911 

14,808 

5.882 

7.012 

5,188 

6,010 

7,770 

15.805 

1,206 

23,090 

16,745 

7,800 

152.391 

4,100 

17.400 

173,891 

$213,900 

m 
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Building Type - Noctiornal Exhibit 

sq. footage t h i s type 4,100 

Building System Low Ave 

Foundation 5,895 

Superstructure 24,660 

Exterior Wall 15,100 

Roofing 5,815 

Pair i t ions 7,605 

I n t e r i o r Wall Finishes 2,995 

Floor Finishes 3,400 

Ceilings 1,810 

Spec i a l i t i e s 2,035 

Conveying Systems 85O 

Plumbing 8.73O 

Fire Protect ion 8IO 

HVAC 11,000 

E lec t r i ca l 12,887 

Gen. Conditions 7,113 

Ave 

7,626 

29,602 

16,277 

7,5^ 

8,651 

4,l4l 

4,223 

2,337 

2,656 

984 

10,332 

943 

12,013 

14,268 

7,913 

% Cost 

5-5 
20 

9.6 

5-1 

5.8 

2.8 

2.8 

1.4 

1.8 

0.7 

5.8 

0.6 

8.1 

9.6 

5.3 

High Ave 

10,600 

3 3 , ^ 

18,277 

7,981 

10,054 

4,964 

5,388 

2,812 

3.855 

1,299 

12,108 

1.375 

14.817 

15,090 

9,662 

Net Cost 

Site Work 

Equipment 

x23^ Inf la t ion 

110.705 

5,800 

18,965 

31,158 

Low= 166,628 

129,510 

6,765 
21,074 

36,190 

Ave= 193,500 

151,776 

8,990 

24,312 

42,567 

High= 227,645 

m 
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Building Type - Large liammal Exhibits 

sq . foo tage t h i s 

Bu i ld ing System 

Foundation 

Supers t r u e t u r e 

E x t e r i o r Walls 

Roofing 

P a r t i t i o n s 

I n t e r i o r Wall F in i she 

F loor F i n i s h e s 

Ce i l ing 

S p e c i a l i t i e s 

Conveying Systems 

Plumbing 

Fi re P r o t e c t i o n 

HVAC 

E l e c t r i c a l 

Gen. Condi t ions 

Net Cost 

S i t e Work 

cj'quipment 

x23P^ I n f l a t i o n 

type 260,000 

Low Ave 

^ 0 , 0 0 0 

1,208,966 

518,000 

295,860 

210,850 

s 0 

96,600 

0 

158,760 

0 

176,912 

69,456 

294,900 

410,705 

297,100 

3,961,197 

1,080,600 

291,000 

1,226,543 

Low= 6,559,3^0 

Ave 

452,^+00 

1,560,000 

637,000 

392,600 

257,400 

0 

114,400 

0 

179,400 

0 

195,000 

80,600 

314,600 

455,000 

314,600 

4.379,700 

1,274,000 

304,200 

1,370,317 

Ave= 7,328,217 

% Cost 

6 .9 

25.5 

10.0 

6.0 

3.9 

0 

1.8 

0 

3.0 

0 

3.0 

1.2 

4 .5 

6 .4 

4 . 8 

1 9 . ^ 

4 .2^ 

High Ave 

494,000 

1,890,670 

730,890 

474,200 

310,000 

0 

131,660 

0 

209,900 

0 

214,353 

94,060 

396,400 

512,200 

329,105 

5,787,438 

1,800,000 

361,000 

1,753,413 

High= 9,376,517 

™„u 
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Building Type - Small Mammals Grottos 

sq. footage t h i s type 

Building System 

Foundation 

Supe r s t rue ture 

Exterior Wall 

Roofing 

Par'. 

I n t e r i o r Wall Finishes 

Floor Finishes 

Ceilings 

S p e c i a l i t i e s 

Conveying Systems 

Plumbing 

Fire Protect ion 

HVAC 

Electric:al 

Gen. Cond. 

Net Cost 

S i t e Work 

Equipment 

23% Inf la t ion 

Low= 

150,000 

Low Ave 

235,600 

1,009,800 

328,000 

204,000 

100,900 

3 7 , ^ 0 

57,000 

^ , 0 8 0 

97,000 

0 

119,400 

41,400 

208,600 

2^ ,100 

166,900 

2,896,180 

376,000 

139,990 

784,799 

$4,196,969 

Ave % Cost 

277,500 7.4 

1,078,500 28.5 

397,500 12.4 

237,000 6.4 

156,600 4.5 

54,000 1.5 

66,000 1.8 

54,000 1.5 

108,000 3.0 

0 0 

133.500 3.5 

^ , 5 0 0 1.2 

226,500 5-5 

262,500 6.4 

181,500 4.8 

3,279,600 

421,500 11.5^ 

181,500 4.8!;̂  

892,998 

Ave= $4,775,598 

High Ave 

306,300 

1,180,000 

469,360 

284,000 

189,402 

76,960 

7 9 , 5 ^ 

71,600 

126,412 

0 
151.700 

61,750 

251.100 

290,000 

207.360 

3,745,8/48 

508,360 

215,100 

1,027,857 

High= $5,496,801 

m 
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Landscaping 

Description Unit Cost per unit 

Trees and shrubs 

Ground cover 

Hedges 

Sodding 

Grass seed 

Top soil 

Excavation/Gradi ng 

at an initial 25 acres @ $4.00-5.00 per square foot 

25 acores = 525,000 sq. ft. = $2.1 to 2.6 million 

Parking - 300 cars $450/spaee 

90,000 sq. ft. @ $1.50 sq. ft. = $135.000 

Both inclusive of locality adjustment of .86 

Cost Totals 

Administrative (average) $ 382,600 (49.50 psf) 

Research/Clinic (average) 474,400 (65.60 psf) 

Kitchens (average) 98,600 ( ^ . 5 6 psf) 

Warehouse/Maintenance (average) ^ , 7 0 0 (31.98 psf) 

Aviary (average) 436,580 (67.09 psf) 

Herpetarium (average) 189,470 (55-72 psf) 

Nocturnal House (average) 193.500 (47-19 psf) 

Large Mammal Exhibits (average) 7,328,217 (28.18 psf) 

Small Animal Exhibits (average) 4,775,598 (31-83 psf) 

Landscaping (average) 2,350,000 (4.50 psf) 

Parking 135,000 (I .50 psf) 
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- to produce forms and spaces within the context of the whole site which will 

stimulate thought processes, not institutionalize them. 

- through research and relationship evaluations construct the area and spaces 

designed to serve as many individuals and groups as is physically and econom-

icailly feasible. 

- visually and physically relate the site and outdoor activities with the 

interior spaces to express the intraeacies of nature. 

- through design process, organize the park in a clear visual pattern which 

cam include the entire park to minimize confusion of first-time visitors. 

- segment parking, busing and design in a manner which will limit confusion 

and congestion. This will enhance safety and efficiency of transportation 

and pedestrians alike. 

- Limit cost of all elements where serious compixjmises will not be made -

a zoo constantly grows ard permanent-expensive structure can become outdated 

and thus waisted. 

- utilize color and form that will create the sense of secvirity and excite

ment without the restrictive qualities many zoos project. 

- pattern service areas to produce ease and efficiency for zoo and indepen

dent workers alike. 

- vary structure and aesthic composition to stimulate discovery and build a 

foundation for knowledge acquisition for participation in chance and improve

ment. 

- orient each complex or area to conserve or retain energy and natural light

ing, analyzing prevailing winds, sun angles, vegetation, buffers, auto and 

body heat, amd relationships of concrete as opposed to grass and earth. 

- maximization of natural materials (wood, and earth, etc.) can reduce glare 

and heat as opposed to concrete or asphalt. 

- utilize building systems, materials and finishes to balance within the 

r oî ECirii 
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budget without sacrificing durability, maintenance and operating cost. 

- to establish the significance between the scale of sizes of growing children 

and adiilts in their related mechanical functions. 

- relate administrative functions and activities to the zoo for public 

recognition and education and to introduce the visitors to the complexities 

of the zoological program. 

- study available land to produce best uses for physical activities and try 

to put existing park to use as much as possible. 

- through controlled vistas and views, display the animals which best depict 

their natural environment while reducing exposure to necessary support systems 

that may detract from the exhibit. 

- involve elements of change and growth in the concept ani design motifs to 

make the complex as useful as possible for as long as possible. 

- organize outdoor activities so that portions may be used regardless of 

weather conditions or its aftermath. 

- consider visual and fimctional aspects of indoor-outdoor transition of 

animals and humauis alike as an important design point of interest. 

- control patterns for visitors to expose them to the zoo without disturbing 

occurring activities of animals. 

- arrange exhibits and material to avoid problems in acoustics inteference 

and distraction - especially to reduce anxiety of different species. 

- utilize vertical or massive elements to produce orientation points for 

visitors. 

- implement numerous information areas to educate the public on the signifi

cance of zoological parks to man and animal in the modern world. 

- primarily with color and texture emphasize the specific animals major 

distinctive elements (size, plummaige, etc.). 

- design for the visitor so that he may become part of the display and can 
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appreciate at first hand, the animals and park. 

- design for the animal to satisfy its individual biological and psychological 

need requirements - this is imperative and no zoo can truly be successfvO. with

out this element. 

- integration of service and habitat areas is critical for perpetuation, 

and education of amimal and human. This should be a primary consideration. 

- through design make the varying activities (visitors, service, research, 

maintenance, etc.) work with each other and not interfere with each other. 

- implement the element of growth within the original master plan as well as 

the individual spaces or exhibits. 
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THESIS DOCUMENTATION 

MARK SWENSON 

YELLOW HOUSE CANYON ZOO 

Site selection was a large part in the design of a successful 

zoo for Lubbock, Texas. Accessability, yet limited isolation, were 

both perogatives as well as a non-secular aurea. The north side of 

town was targeted to keep foul prevadling southerly winds out of the 

city. The site. Yellow House Canyon Lakes One and Two, was also 

ad.vanteigeous in that it was already city-owned amd zoned as park 

lamd. 

The site was basically a linear canyon with am elevation change 

of up to thirty-five feet. The situation enabled a portion of the 

exhibits to be "caunred" into the canyon walls to create both the 

barrier and backdrop for the exhibits. A primary goal achieved in 

this zoo wais the elimination of exhibits displaying iron bars. This 

was achieved with the use of water-filled trenches, severe level 

changes, glass, 12 ga. wire strung vertically from the ground or 

floor level, and using the elevated visitor walkways as exhibit 

barriers. 

In this way the inhabitants could be viewed in a seemingly 

more natural setting. The orientation of exhibits was carefully 

attended to for reasons of solar gain and adverse winds, which could 

have created poor habitats for the animals. A perimeter service was 

utilized around the top of the canyon while the visitor park was 

situated within the camyon. This, along with a scheme of segmented 

I 



employse and visitor parking, will ease service by lessening inter

ference from visitors. 

The Lubbock Canyon Lakes Projects which had terminated just 

inside north Loop 289 was pulled up through the top two lakes to ex

tend the project up through the site, unifying not only the zoo but 

the new city soccer fields and paurk with the existing project. Do 

to the existing soccer fields amd park located to the immediate east 

and southeast respectively, the visitor parking of the zoo was 

situated within the contours of the southwest portion of the site 

with access running atLong the southern border. Egress was from the 

southeast corner heading to the south. This arrangement enables 

limited confrontation of autos amd pedestrian movement on and around 

the site. The southern edge access also exposes the Lubbock laJce-

site to the public in a broader manner than before as the laikesite 

is auijacent to the zoo on the south side. 

Due to the "open" concept adopted within the zoo the entrance 

was designed to create the saune effect. This was done with the use 

of a body of water stretching perpendicular to the south edge of the 

site. With the use of a series of dams dropping down from the canyon 

top to the east and the water, a "moat" was created at the front of 

the zoo for security while doubling as a waterfowl lake. 

The actual entry into the zoo grounds was past a small amphi

theater and display area covered by a sculptured tensil structure. 

This area was open to the public at no charge. Its intended use 

is education of the public to animal life both in and outside of 

captivity. 

Entry can be gained at either the top or bottom of the amphi-



theater by means of two of the dams mentioned earlier. On the north 

side of the dams the souvenir shop and a snack bar begin the walk 

through the zoo. 

The actual park plan is a simple loop of exhibits surrounded 

by the service ring with snack bar and restrooms at the top amd 

bottom. The top snack bsur will later serve as a connector with a 

future loop located just above the initial development. The paths 

through the paurk are laid down in a winding fashion offering a vast 

number of views amd vistas with different orientation designed to 

keep the visitor interested amd expectant. 

The major orientation point within the park is the herpetarium. 

Located in the middle park, the herpetarium is in the form of a 

volcano, jutting 52 feet out of the water on an island. The volcano 

is constructed of an aluminim geodesic frame with applied gunnite. 

Besides serving its function as a reptile house, it cam be visably 

seen throughout the park to help establish the visitors orientation. 

The nocturnal exhibit located to the south of the herpetarium 

is entirely under ground to signify the difference of nocturnal 

animals to the rest of mammal lifestyles. 

The primary service facility is the veterinary clinic located 

in the southeast corner of the park, just north of the visitor park

ing. This building is two story. The offices and public reception 

on the first level and the ancillary facilities and observation pens 

being out of the visitors area and on the park level below. 

The administration building is situated above the canyon on 

the eastern side, where it is visable from the major roads of entiry 



and eujcess is separated from the rest of the park to limit confusion 

between business and visitor. Employee parking amd facilities are 

also within the Administration Building. 

The kitchen is north of the administration building in the 

northeast corner primaurily to avoid prevailing winds from blowing 

the smell of food across the park, creating anticipation in the ami

mals. The location also is conveniently located to cope with growth 

of the exhibit facilities. 

Basically the design is an exercise in designing between the 

complexities of human amd amimal behavioral tendencies and familiar

ization with the animal world carefully and deliberate planning is 

needed to insure the health exhibition and perpetiation of amimals 

is am unnaturaLL atmosphere. 




